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Abstrakt
Primárním účelem této studie je předložení klíčových textů žánru tibetských manuálů
zkoumajících znaky lebky (tib. thod brtags), a to včetně některých jejich překladů,
prostřednictvím kterých je ilustrována pestrost této tradice. Zkoumaný materiál je poté
porovnán se sekundárními prameny a je navrhnuto přehodnocení některých známých faktů.
Jelikož jediný dostupný a úplný překlad textu tohoto žánru byl publikován roku 1888 (!) a
veškeré pozdější práce z něj sice vycházejí, avšak přistupují k němu bez potřebného
kritického posouzení, rozhodl jsem se zde tentýž text opětovně přeložit a odhalit v něm
případné omyly ve výkladu. Ve výsledku doufám, že tato práce přispěje do akademického,
dosud hlavně etnografického, diskurzu o užití lebky v Tibetu svým filologickým přístupem,
čímž vyplní tuto mezeru v metodologii.
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Abstract
This study’s primary ambition is to present an overview of the key texts from a genre of
Tibetan craniological manuals (Tib. thod brtags) as well as some of their translations, thus
illustrating the diversity of this tradition. Based on the reviewed material, a comparison with
secondary literature will be made and a few re-evaluations of known facts suggested. Because
the only available comprehensive translation of any craniological text was published in 1888
(!) and all the subsequent works have relied on it without necessary critical approach, I
decided to translate that original text once again and reveal any possible misinterpretations.
As a result, I hope this thesis will contribute to the already present academic (mainly
ethnographical oriented) discussion about the use of skulls in Tibet, as its philological
support, hence filling up this blank methodological spot.
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NOTES ON TRANSLITERATION, TRANSCRIPTION & STANDARDS
Tibetan transliteration system used in this work is the commonly utilized “Extended Wylie
Transliteration Scheme” (E.W.T.S.) proposed by The Tibetan & Himalayan Library (T.H.L.),1
which is based on previous original transliteration scheme designed by Turrell Wylie.2 All the
transliterations are written in italics directly in the text or in (round brackets). Proper names
are transcribed accordingly with the capital letters where necessary. Words absent in the
original Tibetan texts are sometimes used for better understanding. Those are written in
[square brackets], thereby easily recognizable.
Some commonly known words (e.g. lama, yidam etc.) are used throughout the text without
any special formatting mentioned above, including some of the Sanskrit terms (e.g.
bodhisattva, siddhi etc.). In the case of transcribing the words of Sanskrit origin, but written
down in Tibetan script, I willingly deviate from the E.W.T.S. by using the “International
Alphabet of Sanskrit Transliteration” (I.A.S.T.). This applies especially to the anusvāra,
visarga, long vowels etc.
All citations are based on the “Chicago Manual of Style 16th edition”.3 Book and journal titles
within the text are written in italics. For Tibetan texts, their corresponding ID number from
Buddhist Digital Resource Center (B.D.R.C., formerly TBRC) is also included, if possible.
Throughout the whole thesis I have used the curly quotation marks (“ ”) and apostrophes (’).
When any precise formulations were taken from their sources, they are clearly distinguished
and put in proper quotation marks, as well as italics. Whole document is formatted according
to the Charles University’s standards for bachelors and masters theses.

1

See http://www.thlib.org/reference/transliteration/teachingewts.pdf.
For detailed description see Turrell Wylie. “A Standard System of Tibetan Transcription”,
Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies, vol. 22 (December 1959): 261-267.
3
See http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/16/contents.html.
2

1 INTRODUCTION
Skulls, commonly utilized as ritual objects or drinking vessels, were found on numerous
locations such as in Mexico, Chile, Peru, Marquesas, Fiji, Gilbert Islands, West Africa, South
Australia, Italy and even in Moravia, which indicates how vital this instrument was for
religious purposes, or even as a form of applied art in general. Herodotus (IV, 23) mentioned
these customs to be existent also amongst the Scythians.4 Interesting linguistic correlations
were then indicated by B. Laufer, who discussed the similarities between German “Kopf”
(head) and English “cup”, both derived from Latin “cuppa” (cup). Correspondingly, Italian
“coppa” (cup) has its form in Provencal as “cobs” (skull). Similar connections are also valid
for Latin “testa” (vessel, head, etc.). All these words reflect the Sanskrit term “kapāla” (skull,
bowl, etc.) in some way.5 These linguistic correlations suggest that the use of skulls across the
history of Indo-European civilizations could be perceived as a universal motif currently still
most distinct within the context of Indo-Tibetan religious traditions.

1.1 India and the Kapālikas
In India, the extensive use of human skulls is ascribed in particular to certain Śaivite tantric
sects (especially the Kapālikas, worshipers of Bhairava-Śiva).6 Earliest historical source
available to date, which mentions these Kapālikas by their name, is Gāthā-saptaśatī, whose
core part was dated between the third and fifth centuries.7 During the sixth and seventh
century, these mentions were common throughout the Indian texts.8 One example of such
account is Daṇḍin’s Daśakumāra-carita. Unfortunately, none of the Kapālikas’ doctrines
have survived, and everything we know now is based on accounts written by authors from
different religious traditions. Such example is the Mahāyāna Buddhist scripture called
Lalitavistara (around the second century) which reads: “... [there are certain] fools who seek
purification by smearing their bodies with ashes, wearing red garments, shaving their heads,

4

Rockhill (1888), Balfour (1897), Laufer (1923), Henschen (1966) and Loseries-Leick (1992
and 2008).
5
Laufer (1923): 24.
6
Also referred to as Kāpalikas or Mahāvratins, in older literature sometimes as Aghori
sādhus. For other Śaivite sects, which were frequently mistaken for the Kapālikas or closely
related to the them see Lorenzen (1972).
7
Lorenzen (1972): 13.
8
Lorenzen (1972): 14.
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and carrying a trident staff, a pot, a skull, and a khatvanga,”9 which undoubtedly describes
the Kapālikas. This account is more or less coherent with majority of others, almost all of
them rendering the Kapālikas in negative light, even besmirching them for “heresy” due to the
radical nature of their practices.10 The most detailed sources available to date were written by
two Vaiṣṇava sages, Yāmunācārya (Āgama-prāmāṇya) and Rāmānuja (Śrī-bhāṣya), between
the eleventh and twelfth centuries.11 The Śrī-bhāṣya (ii, 2, 35-37), according to the
Lorenzen’s translation, states the following about their customs: “Likewise, the Kālāmukhas
[mistaken here for the Kapālikas] designate (the following) as the means of securing all
desires in this world and the next: eating from a skullbowl, besmearing the body (snāna) with
the ashes of a corpse, eating those (ashes), bearing a staff (laguḍa), keeping a pot of wine
(surā), and using that pot for worship of the gods (deva-pūjā), etc.”.12 The already mentioned
skull bowls were not just for eating, moreover, but also for worshipping the gods, begging
and drinking liquor.13
This ascetic “lifestyle” is a clear representation of tantric non-dualistic approach, which is
characterized, among other things, by transgressions of various behavioral norms. 14 Such
unorthodox practices basically made its practitioners outcasts from mainstream society.
Although most of them were solitary wanderers, several epigraphical accounts indicate that
some of Kapālikas monasteries and temples (especially in Southern Mysore) even had their
own official supporters.15
The negative attitude towards the Kapālikas was also partially based on a specific form of
penance, sometimes called Mahāvrata, prescribed by several codices like, e.g. the
Yājñyavalkya-smṛti16 or Viṣṇu Smṛti for the sin of killing a Brāhmaṇa:17 “With a skull (siraḥkapālī) and a staff (in his hands), living on alms, announcing his deed (as he begs), and

9

Beer (1999): 250 and Lorenzen (1972): 13.
Lorenzen (1972): xii.
11
Ibid. Additional information are also available in Loseries-Leick (2008): 18-24.
12
Lorenzen (1972): 4-5.
13
Ibid.
14
Williams and Tribe (2011): 241-245.
15
Lorenzen (1972): 22, 24. Still, in comparison with e.g. Kālāmukhas, the Kapālikas were
much less organized.
16
The core of this text was dated between the first and third centuries. In this text we also find
the first mention of the word “kapālin”.
17
Lorenzen (1972): 13, 30, 74 and Beer (1999): 249.
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eating little food, the killer of a Brahmaṇa may be purified after twelve years.”18 This penance
corresponds to the “Great Vow” of the Kapālikas (i.e. Mahāvrata, hence the Kapālikas being
referred to also as Mahāvratins) not only by name but also by the content, resembling their
tantric way of life very much. Therefore, it is not unimaginable that the common people must
have had some prejudice towards the Kapālikas. And as Lorenzen emphasizes, “Hostility to
caste consciousness is a normal feature of tantric worship and is consistently espoused by
Kapālikas in Sanskrit literature. […] for orthodox Hindu writers such as Rāmānuja an attack
on caste was an attack on the whole divinely ordained social order (varṇāśrama-dharma),”19
which would explain all the unflattering accounts written by Indian classical authors.
The connection between the Kapālikas and the Brahmaṇa murderers is further enhanced by a
myth describing Śiva,20 guilty of killing the Brahmā and sentenced then to an ascetic
wandering, equipped only with his skull bowl made of Brahmā’s severed head.21 Although
there is an evident correlation between the myth, the punishment, and the Kapālikas, we
cannot determine the order in which they originally appeared. Nevertheless, the Kapālikas
identify their skull bowls with this original archetype of beheaded Brahmā and each one of
them thus “… should carry the skull of Brāhmana [they have] slain.”22
However, the custom of using skulls as drinking bowls has yet another mythical background,
again connected to Śiva, respectively his consort Śrī Devī. According to this myth, Śrī Devī
was once married to the king of Lanka, who was notorious for killing Buddhists. She
threatened her husband with killing their son, beloved by his father, if the king continues with
his murderous habit. The story culminates in a horrendous way – she kills the son, eats his
flesh and drinks his blood from his skull. Ever since then she has been usually depicted in her
wrathful appearance, holding the skull in her left hand.23

18

Yājñyavalkya-smṛti (iii, 243), translated by Lorenzen (1972): 13.
Lorenzen (1972): 6-7.
20
In this context also referred to as (Kapāla-)Bhairava, Kapāleśvara (or Kāpāleśvara) or ŚivaKapālin (White (2012): 228, Lorenzen (1972): 20, 34).
21
Nabokov ((2000): 89-91) does not mention “killing” of the Brahmā, because he had five
heads in total, but Loreznen ((1972): 30, 78-82) does.
22
Lorenzen (1972): 80-81. It is of course unreal to assume, that in real cases, all the skull
bowls were of the killed Brāhmaṇs.
23
Balfour (1897): 355-366.
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1.2 Tibet
Tibetans integrated the skull motif into their religious life in many ways, as will be discussed
in more detail in this chapter. Generally speaking, its use can be divided into three distinct
forms as follows:24


A ritual implement:
o used as an offering vessel in tantric practice.
o used as a powerful medium during rituals like exorcism, divination, protection
or harm-bringing practices, or other types of “black magic”.25



A symbolical representation:
o of a cooking pot during the “body offering”.
o of an offering vessel during the “inner offering”.
o on the images of wrathful deities as their attribute.



An object of worship on its own, being a support and guide on the practitioner’s path.

The symbolism of skulls (Tib. thod pa, ban+dha, dung chen;26 Sans. kapāla) within the
context of Mahāyāna and Vajrayāna Buddhism may vary, depending on many variables like
lineage, practice etc. But typically, skulls represent Wisdom (Tib. shes rab), Great Bliss (Tib.
bde ba chen po) and self-sacrifice (Tib. lus sbyin), embracing the Absolute (Tib. don dam)
and impermanence (Tib. mi rtag pa nyid).27 As Beer clarifies: “The ‘female’ pairing of the
skull-cup and curved knife – as polarity symbols of the yogini or dakini’s method (skull-cup)
and wisdom (curved knife), held in her right and left hands respectively – is reversed in the
case of male deities, such as Herukas and protective deities, where the skull-cup symbolizes
wisdom and the curved knife symbolizes method.”28 As a part of the basic triad of attributes of
the wrathful deities (which are: khaṭvāṅga, ḍamaru, and kapāla),29 the skull represents the

24

Similar classification was originally proposed by Loseries-Leick (1992): 169-170.
From the list, this is the only use, which could actually be of Tibetan origin. It will be
discussed more in the corresponding subchapter bellow. However, this work’s primary focus
is on the tantric context.
26
Not to be confused with the big trumpet also-called dung chen.
27
Loseries-Leick (1992): 170.
28
Beer (1999): 262.
29
Most of these items were also the attributes of the Kapālikas, as showed by the
Lalitavistara and other sources.
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mind (the other two the body and speech).30 We can also distinguish “fresh” (Tib. thod rlon,
sometimes translated as “moist” or “wet”, with the scalp still attached; symbolically
connected with female deities) and “dry” (Tib. thod skam, old, hard and cleaned; symbolically
connected with male deities) skulls,31 or see the skull (being dry and white – symbol of ashes,
phenomena, body (oṃ) and dharmakāya) in a threefold combination together with the freshly
severed head (red, green, blue or black – symbol of blood, emptiness, mind (hūṃ) of cause
and nirmaṇakāya) and the decaying head (green, blue or red – symbol of fat, effect, speech (ā)
and sambhogakāya).32

1.2.1 Tantric heritage
During the third century, tantric Buddhism started to emerge on its own, absorbing some of
these unorthodox, so-called “left-hand” practices from the Indian tantrics.33 Despite being
evident, the nature of this connection between the Śaivite Kapālikas and tantric Buddhists is
still part of academic discourse.34 One of the indicators connecting both traditions is the usage
of the term nirvāṇa, instead of its Hindu equivalent mokṣa or mukti. Similarly, the substances
(like flesh, blood, bones, etc.) used during the Buddhist tantric rituals are very much alike
those used by Kapālikas.35 It should be also pointed out that according to historical accounts,
both the Śaivite tantric cults and the tantric Buddhism was flourishing from the seventh
century up to the thirteenth century, especially in Southern and Eastern parts of India.36

30

Beer (1999): 264.
Beer’s encyclopedia adds to this: “Certain traditions also maintain that the kapala held by
male deities is an old or ‘dry’ skull, whilst the kapala held by goddesses is a fresh or ‘wet’
skull. These qualities may also be accorded to an anuttarayoga tantra deity as belonging
either to the ‘father tantras’ […] or to the ‘mother tantras’…” (Beer (1999): 264).
32
Beer (1999): 253-254, 264 and 325-335.
33
Williams and Tribe (2011): 201.
34
See Sanderson (2009).
35
Lorenzen (1972): 4, 218.
36
Loseries-Leick (2008): 21, Williams and Tribe (2011): 202, Lorenzen (1972): 15, 18 etc.
Beer (1999): 249-250 questionably connects Padmasambhava’s early years in India with the
same locations, where were found the inscriptions mentioning Kapālikas in Southern India.
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Tibetan tradition is closely connected with its Indian cornerstones. For example, the Indian
bali offerings, usually of various pleasant substances like fruits, herbs, grains etc., 37 were
absorbed into the Indian Mahāyāna and Vajrajāna Buddhism first and then carried into Tibet,
where they are known as torma (Tib. gtor ma, “sacrificial cake”).38 An example of it could be
found in the W18978 (chapter 3.2) as “feast offering” (Tib. tshogs gtor).39 This offering is
known as one of the eight “outer offerings” (Tib. phyi mchod),40 some of which are also
described in the translated ritual (see below). Typically, they are placed in eight offering
vessels, which should be made of human skulls.41 The goal is to satisfy the peaceful deities,
similarly to the “five offerings of sensory enjoyment” (Tib. ’dod yon sna lnga, Sans.
panchakamaguna).42 Wrathful deities have a corresponding offering called “wrathful offering
of five senses” (Tib. khro bo’i dbang po lnga tshogs), where the pleasant substances are
replaced with actual sense organs.43
Skulls are also commonly utilized during symbolical, so-called “inner offerings” (Tib. nang
mchod). These are not executed per se, but rather visualized by the practitioner: “[T]en
‘impure’ substances44 are boiling and melting within a skull-cup to create a pure elixir of
concentrated nectar or amrita…”45 Sometimes, when it is necessary to actually perform this

37

They had also their “dark” counterparts, consisting of meat, blood, alcohol etc. The Hindu
tantric ritual called panchamakara prescribes offerings of wine, meat, fish, parched grain, and
sexual union. Beer (1999): 320.
38
Beer (1999): 320-321.
39
Related to the feast offering found in W22308. Tib. tshogs kyi ’khor lo, Sans. gaṇacakra.
40
See Rangjung Yeshe Dictionary – phyi’i mchod pa or Beer (1999).
41
Often though, when visiting Tibetan temples, one can see an altar with mostly copper-made
imitations of human skulls standing on their triangle-shaped pedestals decorated with three
human heads. But sometimes, only two skull cups are used, and the rest of the offerings are
placed in other bowls (see Appendix 12/1). See also Beer (1999): 265 (plate 119).
42
These are: sight or form (Tib. gzugs, Sans. rūpa); sound (Tib. sgra, Sans. śabda); smell
(Tib. dri, Sans. gandha); taste (Tib. ro, Sans. rasa); and touch (Tib. reg bya, Sans. sparśa).
Beer (1999): 194.
43
These are: the heart (Tib. snying) or body (Tib. lus), representing touch; the eyes (Tib. mig),
representing sight; the ears (Tib. rna wa), representing sound; the nose (Tib. sna),
representing smell; and the tongue (Tib. lce), representing taste. Beer (1999): 325.
44
(1) Five nectars: urine, feces, (menstrual) blood, semen and flesh (or saliva) and (2) five
meats of: a cow or bull, dog, elephant, horse and human.
45
Beer (1999): 327.
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offering, the impure substances are substituted for a “nectar pill” (Tib. bdud rtsi ril bu) mixed
into black tea or alcohol.46
To illustrate how universal is the use of skull, the following short ritual (Tib. cho ga, in this
case also sometimes called sgrub, thod sgrub or thod brtag) was translated. Its goal is to
fulfill the practitioner’s wishes by offering the skull.

Thod pa mchod pa’i cho ga/47
“Ritual of skull offering”
Anonymous authorship: dpe bsdur ma bstan ’gyur/, rgyud/, deb bcu zhi pa/ (sha). Pp. 11321134.

In Indian language: kapālapūjividhināma. In Tibetan language [it] is called “Ritual of skull
offering”. [I] pay homage to the yoginīs of the Great Realm.
Ritual of the offering of the great begging bowl:
Arrange the vessel, filled with five nectars, as well as two other [vessels]. Bless each one [of
them] similarly. Place the offerings on top. Together with your own yidams [and] gods sitting
on their lotus seats, [there is also] the sun, moon or the corpse [of] a demon [named] Damro48
etc. – each and every one with the letters of their specific seed syllables, adorned with [their]
insignias [and] the seed syllables. On the basis of this, from the totally condensed complexity,
visualize a circle of mandala or a solitary deity, summon the Jñānasattva [and] fully
comprehend [them]49, bind [them and] control [them]. Following the empowerment [is] the
sealing confirmation [made] by the Lord of the lineage.50

46

Ibid.
B.D.R.C. ID: W1PD95844 (Appendix 6).
48
Tib. bdud dam ro. I am not sure about the translation of this expression.
49
Tib. gzhug – future of ’jug.
50
Tib. rigs bdag, here rigs kyi bdag po.
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On the left, visualize the deity [and] other yidam deities. On the right, [visualize] the lotus
[emerging] from [the syllable] paṃ. Upon the sun [emerging] from [the syllable] raṃ [are]
various [kinds of] vajras [emerging] from [the syllable] hūṃ. In the core [of this vajra],
adorned with the hūṃ [syllable]… on the basis of this, from the condensed complexity… [are]
three faces [of] the victorious Dutsi Khyilpa.51 The right [one is] white, left [one is] red [and]
the middle [one is] green.52 [With] three red eyes, baring teeth [and] yellow hair and beard.
[To his] right, [there are] firstly various [kinds of] vajras, secondly a wheel [and] thirdly a
sword. [To his] left, [there are] firstly a threatening gesture and a bell, secondly a rope53 [and]
thirdly a battle axe. Left foot [is] contracted, right [one is] stretched. [He] has a skirt [made
of] tiger’s skin. [He is] decorated with a serpent. Visualize [this] in the middle of blazing fire.
Then, make an offering [of] the flowers etc. Then, make a request for pacification [of] the
obstacles. Put together [your] thumb and the ring finger. After reciting oṃ, āḥ [and] hūṃ three
times, visualize [yourself] requesting the nectar. Then, make the offering [of] the flowers etc.
to the central mandala. Then, recite and offer, as [says] your tradition, the offering of the
nectar. Make the offering [of] the flowers etc. also to the other gods and offer the nectar [to
them] too. After requesting [the pacification [of] the obstacles from them], make the offering
also [to those] in the center. Even though you do not acquire [what you have requested]
according to [this text], bless [with] the nectar whatever you’ll acquire in [this] single vessel
and make the offering to the begging bowl. Then, make a request for object of [your] wishes.
The section on offering the skull [is] complete.

51

Tib. bDud rtsi ’Khyil pa (should be -ba), king of the wrathful deities, also known as
Amṛtakundalin. This deity is usually referred to, when some elimination of negative
influences is necessary.
52
Or blue.
53
Or noose.
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1.2.2 The traditions of “Bod gCod”
Similarly to the Kapālikas, the gCod practitioners are often connected with the custom of
using skulls for their practice.54 Apart from skull cups, they use rosaries (Tib. phreng ba,
Sans. māla) made of bones, skull drums (Tib. da ma ru, ḍa ma ru, rnga’i chung; Sans.
ḍamaru), femoral trumpets (Tib. rkang gling), skull garlands alias head ornaments (Tib. thod
rgyan, thod phreng) and six (other) bone ornaments (Tib. rus rgyan (drug)).55 To illustrate the
overall resemblance of gCod pas to Kapālikas, here is a brief description of their
characteristics: “Chödpa retreated from the world to practice in solitude, moving from one
cemetery to the next, taking up residence in haunted houses or wilderness, often inspired by
random encounters or circumstances, but always outside any institutional framework.”.56
In Tibet, gCod (lit. “cut”, “chop” etc., in certain contexts similar to gtor) spread thanks to one
of the few Tibetan female masters, Ma gcig Labs sgron (1055-1143).57 It is a combination of
the mahāsiddha Pha Dam pa Sangs rgyas’s58 precepts called Zhi byed, the Indian gCod
heritage, Prajñāpāramitā meditation experience, and the instructions from Ārya Tārā.59
Although never forming a single institutionalized order or any textual corpus on its own,
several lineages of so-called “Tibetan Chod” (Tib. Bod gCod) integrated into numerous
established schools of Tibetan Buddhism. The universal nature of the gCod is illustrated in
the following citation: “Chöd tradition of Machig is in agreement with the principal
philosophical systems transmitted from India to Tibet: (1) the Great Seal (Mahāmudrā)
systematized by Gampopa which up to the present day constitutes the Kagyü corpus of
teachings; (2) the Great Middle Way founded by Nāgārjuna and transmitted within the Gelug
school mainly on the basis of Tsongkhapa’s commentaries; and (3) the Great Perfection of
Padmasambhava, as passed on through the lineages of the masters of the Nyingma school.”.60

54

Further reading on this topic is included in the bibliography of this thesis.
Numerous deities are depicted with these and for some, it is even their attribute or part of
their name (like in the case of Padmasambhava, also known as Thod phreng rtsal).
56
Edou (1996): 7.
57
To put things into perspective, in 1042 Atīśa arrived into Tibet and Milarepa was around 15
years old. Edou (1996): 2. Supplementary, but interesting side note is that the name of the
father of one of Ma gcig’s child was Thod pa (“Skull”). (Harding (2013): 89)
58
B.D.R.C. ID: P1234.
59
Edou (1996): 6.
60
Ibid: 46-47.
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Based on the accounts of “Āryadeva the Brāhmiṇ”, gCod tradition already existed in India as
a complete “system” in the 10th century.61 Furthermore, according to the Edou’s translation,
“… [prior to Machig] no tradition existed [in Tibet] about how to transform the aggregates
into a food offering and thereby to satisfy [the gods and demons] with flesh and blood.”.62 But
both statements should be taken with serious discretion due to insufficient amount of
available historic evidences. Nonetheless, the general idea of “cutting” through the
attachments to this world has a long history in Buddhism.63 Similarly, the gCod practice of
offering one’s own body (the so-called “body offering”, Tib. lus sbyin) is also something for
which the Kapālikas had been already known in India: “The sale of human flesh to cremation
ground demons is mentioned in Bhavabhuti’s Mālati-Mādhava, in the Kathāsaritsāgara, and
in other Sanskrit works. Somadeva’s Yaśastilaka (A.D. 959) mentions Mahāvratin heroes who
sell human flesh cut from their own bodies.”64 A typical example of this gCod “body
offering” is the following excerpt from longer ritual called “Offering to the Lamas and
Others”:
“On top of that is a wind mandala arising from the winds or energy currents of the body. In
the center of that is an ah-marked triangle that is the nature of the body’s red menses (rakta).
From that arise the hearth stones of three human heads, and on that, from ah, the vast and
wide skull cup with the forehead facing you. Inside it, all the flesh and bones are pulled apart
and chopped up and, with the blood, make a heap as big as Supreme Mountain. Visualize that
the white moonlike seminal essence is on top of that, marked with a white hung above it and
the syllable ham below it. Then light radiates from the seed syllable in your (the performer’s)
heart, and strikes the yam [of the wind mandala]. The wind billows, the fire blazes, the skull
heats up, and all the flesh and blood melts and boils. Light rays emanate from the ah in your
throat and strike the heap of flesh and blood, purifying the actual stuff and dissolving it into
light. Light emanates from the om in your crown and strikes the seminal essence, which is the
nature of the moon, and it melts. A stream of elixir flows down from the ham syllable and falls
into the skull cup. Light rays from hung invoke all the buddhas and bodhisattvas in the ten
directions in the form of the fathers and mothers of the five families, and they arrive in the sky
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Ibid: 6. Unfortunately, no example of any ritual of Indian gCod tradition survived to these
days and available sources are mostly limited to the Tibetan accounts. (Ibid: 31).
62
Ibid: 10.
63
Edou (1996): 29. Also compare with practices like e.g. Maraṇasati, which include
meditating over the corpses etc.
64
Lorenzen (1972): 17.
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in front of you. They join in union and streams of elixir from their area of union flow down
and dissolve the hung and the seminal essence with the ham. That melts into the skull cup,
and the pledge and wisdom [substances] blend inseparably into one. The boiling steam with
five-colored light rays fills the whole sky. […] This is the giving of the body in offering and
charity by generating your body as the five desirables with which to please the lamas,
buddhas, bodhisattvas, yidams, ḍākinīs, and so on, as well as the outer and inner dharma
protectors.”.65

1.2.3 Tibetan skull practices
Very different kind of ritual practices are those dealing with suppression of the lifethreatening sri demons (Tib. sri gnon),66 especially performed by the ngagpas (Tib. sngags
pa), non-monastic religious specialists living “in the world”, often married householders
based in local communities.67 During these rituals of sri-exorcism, the skull of an animal or
sometimes of a human being (alternatively a yak horn) is perceived as a powerful object
capable of defeating and imprisoning the demon, and not as an offering vessel as in previous
instances. Sihlé, for example, describes a variation of this ritual, whose final part is done as
follows: after wrapping the skull (or horn) in a package with all the prescribed substances in
it, every member of the household (which asked for the ritual) presses their feet on it. During
this procedure, the following is recited: “…the origin of the hri [i.e. sri] indicates the type of
skulls and sites of disposal that are required according to the kinds of hris.”68 The ritual
concludes by heating the whole package over the flames until a twig in the flames cracks, at
which point it is put into a pre-prepared hole, and covered with soil. This particular ritual
manual described by Sihlé refers to its interesting source text entitled Sri rabs thod rabs (“The
story of the sri and the story of the skull”), which is, unfortunately, not available to me.69

65

Hadring (2013): 164-165.
To briefly introduce these demons, I use the definition proposed by Charles Ramble: “Later
Buddhist works represent these creatures as minor demons that are bent on sabotaging the
spiritual efforts of meditators. Sometimes translated as ‘gnomes’, the sri are identified as
former human beings who have lived a succession of lives dedicated to harming the Buddhist
doctrine. A more widespread view represents them as a class of predatory fiends, nine or
thirteen in number that feed off the vitality of different categories of humans and livestock.
Because of this trait, the term sri has also been translated as ‘vampire’.” Ramble (2017): 16.
67
Sihlé (2002): 186.
68
Ibid: 193.
69
Ibid: 192.
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Similar type of these rituals are to be found in the text called sTon pa gShenb [i.e. gShen rab]
kyis gsung pa'i sri mnan khyadr [i.e. khyad par] can bzhugs+ho (“The special vampirecrushing ritual as taught by sTon pa gShen rab”).70 However, in this ritual, nine kinds of
animal skulls ( of a tiger, yak, wolf, monkey, goat, dog, bird, weasel and rat) are used.
Based on the archeological excavations of numerous animal and even human skulls in Dulan
and Naqu counties in Tibet, these practices are evidently of pre-Buddhist origin. These sites
are described in the articles of Amy Heller (e.g. 1998) and Huo Wei (2009).71
And finally, based on my own observations made on our field research in Lubra (Lower
Mustang, autumn of 2016), a skull of a deceased local lama was used during a week-long
ritual called ’dod rgyab for the purpose of divination as follows:72 a mixture of chang and
several other substances (which we were unable to identify quickly enough) were poured into
a skull which was then placed on the altar (see Appendix 12/4). Following after that, melted
butter was poured into the skull, and everything was covered by a khatag for several days. In
the end of the festival, the head lama took the firm floating layer of butter out of the skull and
examined the cracks and structure of it. Based on the length of the lines etc., the nature of the
village’s future events was predicted.73

1.2.4 Worshipping the bones as relics
Bentor discusses the context of relics in India and its connection with stūpas and images in
Tibet in more details,74 but for purposes of this work, it suffices to say that in Tibet, the bone
relics (originally of the Siddhārtha Gautama (later of other saints too), which should be
immured into every stūpa) are considered as one of the so-called “skillful means” (Tib. thabs,

70

See http://kalpa-bon.com/index.php/texts/sri/sri-mnan-khyad-par-can. On this website are
available texts of other similar rituals too.
71
More on this is to be found also in Xinguo (1996).
72
Loseries-Leick (1992): 167-168 mentions similar practices and also the use of skulls for
black magic purposes, which she based on oral tradition from Darjeeling.
73
Ramble mentions similar practice but with milk poured into the skull cup, examining the
curdled result (Ramble (2008): 230).
74
Bentor (1995). Numerous works on relics were also written by Dan Martin. For additional
reading see bibliography of this thesis.
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Sans. upāya), as well as a support of the enlightened motivation (Tib. rten).75 They remind us
of previous presence of the deceased, hence serve as objects of worship on their own. They
are also part of his legacy, and as such, they can be used accordingly.
This belief is then closely connected with the idea of bones containing residual traces of the
deceased’s deeds (Tib. las).76 In Tibet, these “karmic vessels” usually require an additional
purification after the funeral and then final transformation into tsatsa (Tib. tsha tsha).77 Heads
of the corpses are sometimes treated differently than the rest of the body – detached in
advance and occasionally even “…set aside at the request of the family to make a skull-cup or
for use by a ‘tantric master’.”78 This perception of bones being still connected with their
original bearer could explain why it is so important for Tibetans to precisely determine all the
necessary qualities and characteristics of the skulls.

1.2.5 Tibetan craniology in the “thod brtags” manuals
Craniology, or literally “(ways of) examining the skulls” (Tib. thod brtags or thod pa’i brtags
thabs)79, is a genre of Tibetan religious manuals. Oldest available texts, for which we can
determined the authorship, are the Grags pa rGyal mtshan’s “Inner begging bowl [of] the
esoteric teachings” (chapter 3.10) and also his “Six attributes of Heruka” (chapter 3.14),
together with the Phag mo Dru pa rDo rje rGyal po’s “Examination [of] the criteria [of] the
skull, [which is] the support of siddhi”, all of them from the turn of the twelfth, thirteenth
century. But even older source is apparently the tantra from Nyingma collection called
“Examination of the skull – the Great Bhairava’s tantra” of anonymous authorship (chapter
3.13). The only Bonpo text available to me is called “Explanation [of] the fundamental state
similar to a grasping [towards] the supreme sacred substance relying on the Mahayāna
esoteric teachings [otherwise called] “The yogi’s feast of enjoyment””, which has just one
chapter dedicated to the skulls entitled Thod zhal (“skull face”) and is of early late origin (18th
century). Collected Tibetan materials suggest that this genre was mostly popular in Nyingma
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Bentor (1995): 249, referring to the Suvarṇaprabhāsottama and Buddhabalādhānaprātihārya-virukvāṇa-nirdeśa-sūtra. Also Loseries-Leick (1992): 167.
76
Loseries-Leick (1992): 171.
77
Gouin (2010): 75. Numerous other works on funeral rites in Tibet were published by
Charles Ramble and Daniel Berounský.
78
Ibid: 67.
79
Sometimes also as thod pa’i ngos ’dzin.
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and Sakya traditions. Also, none of the authors seems to be from the Gelug order. However,
many of the sources are anonymous hence hard to label by author, tradition or date.
Contentwise, these manuals explain not just the skulls (the color, shape, structure, number of
pieces etc.), but some of them also describe the signs of the skull’s original bearer, his corpse,
and even its surroundings. All these different characteristics are divided into two groups of
“good” and “bad” signs, as secondary literature describes them.80 The position of these signs
on the skull is very important, especially for the practitioner, as it can cause a lot of harm even
if only the auspicious signs will be present, but unsuitably located.81 To determine it, a system
of so-called “grounds” (Tib. sa)82 is employed, which vary from text to text.83

80

As will be discussed in the end of this work, I prefer to call these categories “auspicious”
and “evil”.
81
Loseries-Leick (1992): 163.
82
In secondary literature as “places” or “sides”.
83
Loseries-Leick (1992: 165 and 2008: 92) has an illustration of these grounds according to
Grags pa rGyal mtshan (see Appendix 7). I included another similar illustration, which is part
of the “The yogi’s feast of enjoyment” (W22300: 203-253) in Appendix 5/2.
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2 AVAILABLE TEXTUAL MATERIALS
2.1 Secondary sources in Western languages
2.1.1 Accounts on skulls
First mentions regarding the use of skulls in Tibet are to be found in the oldest diaries of the
early travelers to Asia. William of Rubruk was the first of them all. During his stay in
Mongolia in 1253/4, he briefly mentioned a story (obtained from an eyewitness) of a son
using his father’s skull as a drinking vessel to honor him. After the funeral ritual, the son
supposedly boiled it, ate the remaining soft tissues and then prepared a goblet to drink from in
memory of the deceased father. Friar Odoric of Pordenone, who, among other topics, covered
also the burial customs of the Tibetans during his stay there between 1316 and 1330, has a
similar account. But even he admits, that it was based on hearsay.84 Thus, although we have
those reports at our disposal, we do not have any direct observation of such custom nor any
Tibetan text describing it, which leaves some empty space for possible exaggerations or
misinterpretations.85 Later on, starting from the seventeenth century, the missionaries mention
skull-related practices in their reports too. But this time, all the accounts are of tantric
customs, as Loseries-Leick covers in brief.86
In 1870, George Busk described the first human skull brought from Asia (Beijing) to the
West, which was previously exhibited during the Great Exhibition in London (1862).87 The
“mystic Tibetan inscription” on this skull, as Balfour calls it,88 could possibly have the
meaning of “enemy’s skull” (Tib. dgra thod), although the available images show clearly only
“gra thad”. Then followed the first (and still the only comprehensive) translation of the thod
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Knobloch and Poucha (1964), Odoricus (1962), Rockhill (1888), Laufer (1923), LoseriesLeick (1992).
85
Gouine (2010): 76. On the other hand, we cannot say for certain that there really were not
any oral traditions or at least some family lineages practicing the custom of ancestral
worshipping by drinking from the skulls. We can find similar accounts in Ronge (2004): 7 or
Sangay (1984): 37.
86
In Loseries-Leick (2008): 26-27, she points out the accounts of Antonio d’Andrade (15801634), Ippolito Desideri (1684-1733), Francesco Orazio Della Penna (1680-1745), Costantino
da Loro (1707-1770) and Augustinus Antonius Georgi (1711-1797).
87
Busk (1870).
88
Balfourd (1897): 354.
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brtags manual entitled “On the use of skulls in Lamaist ceremonies” by W.W. Rockhill for the
purpose of the annual meeting of the American Oriental Society in Philadelphia, published in
their journal.89 Sadly, he does not provide any details concerning the original manuscript he
worked with, not even its original Tibetan title.90
1895 marks the year of the first publication of Waddell’s “The Buddhism of Tibet or
Lamaism: With its Mystic Cults, Symbolism and Mythology, and in its Relation to Indian
Buddhism”. Besides all other topics, he also writes about the goddess Palden Lhamo and what
she is being offered to: “…the fat of a black goat, blood, wine, dough and butter, and these
are placed in a bowl made from a human skull.”.91 Further in his work, he offers some
detailed descriptions of altars including notes on a ritual of “sacrifice to the whole assembly of
Rare Ones” which reads: “For the saint there is also placed on either side of his cake a skullcap, the one to his right containing country wine, here called “Ambrosia” (amrita), in
Tibetan literally “devils’ juice”; and the contents of the other are called blood (rakta),
though tea-infusion is usually offered instead.”.92 He also made notes about the extensive use
of animal skulls.93
Years later, in 1923, Berthold Laufer, the curator of Anthropology in Field Museum of
Natural History in Chicago, wrote a handbook called “Use of the Human Skulls and Bones in
Tibet”. As he points out, the museum had several skull cups, ḍamaru drums and khangling
trumpets on display. His note on such instruments was an interesting one: “…these relics of
an age of savagery and a barbarous cult leave no small surprise in a land whose faith is
avowedly Buddhistic, and whose people have made such signal advances in literature, poetry,
painting, sculpture, and art industries.”.94
Andrea Loseries-Leick published many pieces across the years in English and in German.
Highly valuable proved to be her article “The Use of Human Skulls in Tibetan Rituals” from
1992, which was later supplemented by notes from her ethnographic field research conducted
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Rockhill (1888).
See chapter 3.4 for more details.
91
Waddell (1895): 365.
92
Ibid: 430.
93
Similar to the other authors like De Nebesky-Wojkowitz (“Oracles and Demons of Tibet”,
1993) or previously also Rockhill (“Land of the Lamas”, 1891) etc.
94
Laufer (1923): 2.
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between 1981 and 1982 in Darjeeling95 and by additional chapters concerning other ritual
bone implements and the relics. This extended work bears the title “Tibetan Mahayoga
Tantra: An Ethno-Historical Study of Skulls, Bones and Relics”.96 Although this work is a
genuine culmination of all the preceding reports on the role of human skull in Tibet, it lacks,
in certain parts, an academic accuracy in precise referencing.
“The Encyclopedia of Tibetan Symbols and Motifs” compiled by Robert Beer in 1999 has a
chapter (no. 10) dedicated to “The Wheel of Sharp Weapons”, where he specifically talks
about the use of skulls in tantric context97 and a little bit about the Hindu Kapālikas too. Apart
from that, this book shows how common is the skull in Tibetan Buddhist symbolism, as is
evident from many other chapters, e.g. about the inner offerings etc. Although this
encyclopedia is generally very helpful, my textual analysis of available primary sources
reveals, that some of the information about the skulls given here should be taken with
discretion (or revised, eventually broadened), as will be discussed in more detail in chapter 4.
Sadly, he does not provide necessary information about his sources.
And finally, in 2011, Ayesha Fuentes (now a PhD student on SOAS in London) composed her
MA thesis in history of art entitled “Utilizing terror: On the adoption and refinement of skull
cups in Tibetan Buddhism”. More on this topic will certainly be published by her in years to
come, because according to her website: “During the 2017-18 academic year, I will be
traveling in the Himalayas looking at the construction of Buddhist ritual objects in their
current cultural, geo-political and economic context. Since 2011, my focus has been on the
use of human remains and the relationship between social practices, cultural technologies
and the natural landscape.”.98 However, she employs a little different approach to the skull
studies, when she focuses on “… the skull cup as a unique form of material culture”, thus
putting aside the textual tradition completely.99
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And other notes from her multiple visits to Ladakh (1991-1993), Tibet (1987-1999),
Mongolia (2000-2006) and Bhutan (2004).
96
Loseries-Leick (2008).
97
Pp. 263-268.
98
See https://www.ayeshafuentes.com/research-1/.
99
Fuentes (2011): 89.
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To fulfill the purpose of this chapter, I feel obligated to mention several non-English sources I
am aware of, but have not been able to work with (listed chronologically):


Collin, V., “Les cranes humains dans l’art lamaique”, Bulletin amicale FrancoChinoise, vol. V (1913), pp. 167-173.



Friedrich, A., “Knochen und Skelett in der Vorstellungswelt Nordasien”, Wiener
Beiträge zur Kulturgeschichte und Linguistik, Bd. 5 (1943), Wien, 189-247.



Llanos, C.A., “Piezas oseas humanas de l’uso ritual en el Tibet”, Runa, Archivo pas
las Sciencias del hombre, vol. V (1952), Buenos Aires, pp. 210-218.



Funke, F.W., “Kultischer Knochenschmuck aus dem Nepal-Himalaya”, Die Sherpa
und ihre Nachbarn (Supplement Band: Beiträge zur Sherpa-Forschung), Teil VI
(1982), pp. 13-76.

2.1.2 Related sources
First of all, there are plenty of books and articles on other ritual objects made of bones. Of
course, Beer (1999) and Loseries-Leick (2008) cover these items too, but several dedicated
studies are on hand, e.g. ““Explanation of the Secret Gcod Ḍa ma ru” an Exploration of
Musical Instrument Symbolism”,100 which even offers a translation of a Tibetan text.
For Tibetan context of ascetism, I find especially the DiVelerio’s “The Holy Madmen of
Tibet” from 2015 and the “Buddhism Beyond the Monastery: Tantric Practices and their
Performers in Tibet and the Himalayas” (2009)101 very useful. Furthermore, some great
studies on Tibetan gCod tradition have been published, starting with Janet Gyatso’s
contribution to the “Soundings in Tibetan Civilization” entitled “The Development of the
Gcod Tradition” (1985), followed by Edou’s “Machig Labdrön and the Foundations of
Chöd” (1996) and finally the Harding’s “Machik’s Complete Explanation: Clarifying the
Meaning of Chöd” (2013).102 In similar fashion, for the basic insight into the Indian tradition,
I have used Lorenzen’s “The Kāpālikas and Kālāmukhas: Two Lost Śaivite Sects” (1972) and
Gross’s “The Sādhus of India: A Study of Hindu Ascetism” (2001).

100

Dorje and Ellingson (1979).
International Association for Tibetan Studies (2009).
102
This tradition (and its central figure Ma gcig Labs sgron especially) is very attractive topic
for Western scholars, and so countless other publications are available for any interested
reader, such as the one from Sanders, Fabian and Pansa (2016) etc.
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Balfour’s paper on “Life History of an Aghori Fakir; with Exhibition of the Human Skull Used
by Him as a Drinking Vessel, and Notes on the Similar Use of Skulls by Other Races” (1897)
and Henschen’s “The Human Skull: A Cultural History” (1966) provided me with more
general, yet still very valuable anthropological notes on skulls and their cultural connotations
in different societies around the world. Equally helpful was Sanford’s “The Abominable
Tachikawa Skull Ritual” (1991), which offers an interesting description of a bizarre Japanese
tantric practice closely related to the Indian and Tibetan customs and finally McGowan’s “Is
that a human skull? All in the name of art!” (2006) comparing Tibetan and Western
relationship towards the human corpses, ritual objects and art.
Regarding the texts about sri demons and their intersection with the topic of my thesis,
number of sources is available, such as Sihlé’s “Written Texts at the Juncture of the Local and
the Global: Some Anthropological Considerations on a Local Corpus of Tantric Ritual
Manuals (Lower Mustang, Nepal)” (2010) and “Lhachö [Lha Mchod] and Hrinän [Sri
Gnon]: The Structure and Diachrony of a Pair of Rituals (Baragaon, Northern Nepal)” and
Ramble’s “The Navel of the Demoness” (2008).
Although this last account does not deal directly with the skulls, but only with bones
generally, I still consider it somehow relevant to this topic. At least as an illustration of other
macabre practice ascribed to Tibetans in early days of anthropological field research. In “The
Indian Antiquary” from June 1876, within the chapter of “Selections and Miscellanea”, is a
mysterious and rather bizarre short article entitled “Custom Among the Lamas of Thibet” of
anonymous authorship. It refers to the Report of the Yarkand Mission from Joh in which they
describe an annual ritual involving “… two or three aged Lamas [who] always sacrifice
themselves by jumping into the boiling liquor [from other lamas’ bones] and become
converted into soup which is called sholanárshan,” for later distribution between the
monks.103

2.2 Primary sources in Tibetan language
Regarding the primary sources in Tibetan language, B.D.R.C. proved to be, as usually, a good
starting point. They even offer two controlled topics useful to the subject matter of this work.
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Anonym (1876): 192.
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To date, first of those two topics, thod pa (T639, “skull”), contains seven works and texts.
The second one, thod brtag (alias thod sgrub, T1626, “wealth rituals using skulls”), contains
now six texts. Some of these texts will be described in more detail in chapter 3, where I also
analyzed some other texts available to me. Following is a short list of the remaining sources I
have not worked with for various reasons – some of them did not bring any new information
about the skulls, others were describing similar rituals to those I have found elsewhere and
some of them were (unfortunately) not available to me.


Thod pa/ (W1KG1892)
“Skull cup”
Pp. 113-115.
Chapter 11 within the section 4 (called “Introduction [to] the instruments: An iron
hook summoning the triad [of] gods, lu [and] nyen”)104 of the book entitled “A
hundred thousand precious treasures [of the] noble doctrine [from] the Land [of]
Snow”105 by Rig ’dzin bsTan srung (1954-).106 This short text is an introduction
compiled of various skull-sādhanas and other sources.



Thod pa sgrub pa’i ngag ’don dngos grub ’byung gnas/ (W10347)
“The liturgy [of] the skull practices – the source [of] siddhi”
Vol. ca, 2ff., pp. 218-221.
This short text is part of the gsum ’bum of Tshul khrims Rin chen (1697-1774),107 the
Sakya editor of the Derge Tengyur. It is similar to the other liturgical texts, such as the
one translated in the introduction.

104

Tib. phyag mtshan gyi ngo sprod lha klu gnyan gsum ’gug pa’i lcags kyu/.
Tib. gangs ljongs dam chos rin chen gter bum/.
106
B.D.R.C. ID: P1KG745.
107
B.D.R.C. ID: P801.
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Thod dpyad gsal ba’i sgron me dang thod pa’i dmar khrid dpe yig ri mo/
(W3CN14303)
“The butter-lamp illuminating the skull analysis with [some additional] drawings
illustrating the terminology on skulls”
19ff.
Regrettably, no more information is available at this time, including the scans.



Chos rgyal snying gi chos sde las/ Dzaṃ lha dmar po’i thod sgrub/ (W1GS61404)
“From the set of dharmarāja[’s] heart teachings: Skull-sādhana of the Red Jam[bhala
deity]”
Vol. 6, 4ff., pp. 225A-232B.
Here presented as part of the Kun bzang ’Gro ’dul’s (1897-1946)108 gsung ’bum.
Volume 6 contains various texts on ḍākinīs, Gesar, gods of wealth and dharmarājas.
This one describes a short offering using skull cup for a deity called Dzaṃ b+ha la
dmar po.



Dzaṃ dmar thod brtag/ (W1GS61404)
“Skull-sādhana [of] the Red Jam[bhala deity]”
Vol. 6, 2ff., pp. 241A-243A.
It is not the same ritual as the one mentioned above, but it is from the same work and
even the same volume.



Thod sgrub sgos ’dod re skong/ (W23757)
“Fulfillment [of] wishes through the skull-sādhana”
Chapter on Glorious Black Protector. 16 ff., pp. 405-436.

108

B.D.R.C. ID: P6897.
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Terma text revealed by ’Ja’ tshon sNying po (1585-1656)109. It is part of a huge
collection called ’ja’ tshon pod drug containing every terma brought to light by him.


Bla ma dgongs pa ’dus pa las/ Thod sgrub yid bzhin bang mdzod/ (W01CT0060)
“From the lama’s wisdom intent: Wish-fulfilling treasury [of] the skull-sādhana”
Vol. 7 (ja), 3ff., pp. 325-329.
Part of a very influential terma revealed by Sangs rgyas gLing pa (1340/1-1396)110
entitled gTer chen sangs rgyas gling pa’i Bla ma dgongs pa ’dus pa/ (“Great treasure
of Sangye Lingpa, The lama’s wisdom intent”).111 This exact text, together with the
following one, are also part of the collection W22300 (gSar rnying rgyan dang rol
mo’i bstan bcos, see chapter 3.9), which contains several more works on skull cups
(all of them reviewed below). Furthermore, it is also available in W20578, W18978,
W23445 and W1PD96185. Because this is ritual text (sādhana), it does not contain
many valuable information about the skull’s characteristics.



Bla ma dgongs pa ’dus pa las/ Thod brtags gnod sbyin nor len/ (W01CT0060)
“From the lama’s wisdom intent: Harm-bringing [and] wealth accepting skull
examination”
Vol. 7 (ja), 5ff., pp. 315-323.
It is part of the same terma (so it is naturally also included in the W20578, W18978,
W22300, W23445 and W1PD96185) as the text before. This work is being referred to
by Loseries-Leick as Thod rtags gnod sbyin nor len (“The Harmful and Richness
bestowing Characteristics of Skulls”). I have reviewed this text as part of the
collection W22300 (see chapter 3.7).

109

B.D.R.C. ID: P882.
B.D.R.C. ID: P5340. Also see Mei (2012).
111
B.D.R.C. ID: T1339. According to the record in B.D.R.C., his teachings spread through
his students mostly into Sakya and Karma Kaṃ tshang bKa’ brgyud traditions.
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Apart from the texts mentioned above, there are plenty of other rituals, during which the skull
is being utilized in some ways. However, I reviewed texts mostly dealing with the
characteristics and examination of the skulls.112 By going through their (rare) colophons, I
came across some earlier sources,113 such as:


“The black skull [from] a charnel ground”114



“The wisdom of all the accomplished scholars”115



“The yogi’s feast of enjoyment”116



“The bouquet of white lotuses”117

All the texts mentioned earlier are of a religious nature, some of them being more simple
manuals full of lists and categories though. But one cannot speak about the skull without
mentioning at least one of the medicinal (anatomical) texts. The most interesting mention of
such work made Beckwith,118 when he talks about mGo sngon bsdus pa, which Brian J.
Cuevas translates as “Compendium of the anterior head”.119 The authorship is traditionally
ascribed to the “Galenos from Rome in Tazig”, whose influence on Tibetan medicine during
the seventh and eighth centuries is still questionable.120 Unfortunately, this text has not yet
been discovered or could have been destroyed at some point during the centuries. Likewise,
Loseries-Leick scratched the surface of the topic of possible similarities between the Tibetan
skull division and Babylonian liver models.121 Further research will be necessary to
investigate any possible influences of medicinal texts on religious manuals examining the
qualities of skulls in general.

112

For further Tibetan sources (some of them not available to me), see Loseries-Leick (2008):
208-209. For supplementary sources on skulls in different contexts than those covered in this
work, simpy type “thod” into the B.D.R.C. search engine (currently, it returns 24 works and
335 texts). I also did not explore Bonpo Kangyur neither Tengyur and strictly focused on the
Buddhist textual tradition. Furthermore, I did not cover the topic of buddhakapāla (B.D.R.C.
ID: T2012).
113
From these, I was able to identify and consequently review only “The yogi’s feast of
enjoyment”, which is also to be found in W22300 (203-253, see chapter 3).
114
Tib. Dur khrod thod nag zhes by ba’i/ rguyd in W22308.
115
Tib. mKhas grub thams cad mkhyen pa ibid.
116
Tib. rNal byor rol pa’i dga’ ston ibid.
117
Tib. Pad dkar chun po ibid. B.D.R.C. holds two texts of this name (W21970
(W1KG16573 is another version of it) and W29006) yet to be verified and reviewed.
118
Beckwith (1979): 300.
119
Cuevas (2011): 92.
120
Beckwith (1979): 300 and Yoeli-Tlalim (2012).
121
Loseries-Leick (2008): 93.
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3 ANALYSIS OF THE COLLECTED TIBETAN MATERIAL
3.1 W20751 (translation)
Dur khrod thod pa’i brtag thabs/
“Techniques of examinations of the skulls [from] a charnel ground”
Anonymous authorship: Sa skya bKa’ ’bum ma phyi gsar rnyed phyogs bsgrigs/. Vol. 3, 2ff.,
pp. 207-210.

Here as a part of the “Collection [of] discovered precepts [and] root texts [of] Sakya”. In
addition, it is also part of the W22271 – both works are collected writings of the first five
patriarchs of the Sakya order. This version was apparently re-edited for the purpose of those
editions. The text has clear structure of verses and its overall stylistics is traditionally
repetitive.
It starts with a useful list of all available categories one should examine, when considering the
qualities of the skulls. Next, it distinguishes just three basic types of the so-called “grounds”:
one’s own (forehead), enemy’s (nape) and the ground of wealth (top part). It is similarly brief
concerning the number of pieces: a single-pieced skull is the best (which is in conformity with
several other sources), three-pieced one is in the middle and four-pieced is, as a matter of fact,
“still usable”. This scheme of a threefold classification is put in use throughout the text. Then
it talks about various qualities and details and comes back to the number of pieces, where it
adds, that it is unacceptable to hold the skulls of two, six or more pieces. Closing part is
dedicated to the description of evil skulls, which should be rejected. On the other hand, in the
beginning it clearly states, that a ritual vessel made out of an evil skull could be useful for
taming the enemies or hindrances.
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(f1v) mahāguru sarva namo/ vajradākinī sarva namo/
As for the condensed teaching [of] precepts, [there are] fifteen aspects [of a skull]:
1. pieces

9. smoothness

2. shape

10. one’s own ground

3. color

11. ground of wealth

4. thickness

12. enemy’s ground

5. patterns of veins

13. male

6. weight

14. female

7. hardness

15. holes.

8. softness
If [it is] intact, the precious gem [and] all the needs [and] desires will appear. The auspicious
half will be separated from the evil one.122 [If it has too] many defects [and just] a few
qualities, it is completely evil skull. Use [it as] a ritual vessel [for] taming the enemies [and]
hindrances. You should know most of the flawed [and] virtuous qualities. 123
[Skull of a] single piece [is] the best of the bests. [Skull from] three pieces [is] a middle [one
amongst] the bests. [Skull from] four pieces [is on] the verge of the bests. The best [one has a]
shape, [which is] cut like an egg. The middle [one is] like a lotus’s petal. [The one on] the
verge [is] split like an egg.
Colors [are] white, yellow, red and maroon. Being luminous, [it] shines. Thick skull [has just]
a small [amount of] soft parts124 in its middle. Being even all around, it has [only] a few
variations in [its] thickness. [Regarding] the traces [of] veins on the temples125 etc. [of] the

122

Or possibly: “The half-auspicious, half-evil [skulls] will be put aside.” (Tib. bzang ngan
phyed ma srel du btub/)
123
This threefold categorization is present in many of the texts here, in different contexts
(stages, levels, standards, qualities, amount of interest, enthusiasm etc.). In Tibetan, it is
referred to as rab ’bring tha gsum, rab ’bring mtha’, rab ’bring tha ma, shortly bzang ’bring
ngan. In tshig mdzod chen mo also as a mchog dman bar gsum. Here it is written as rab kyi
rab, rab kyi ’bring and rab kyi mtha’. Could be also translated as “superior, middling
and inferior”, according to the context.
124
Tib. lha ba; probably indicating the amount of residual tendons, coagulated blood etc.
(compare lha ba chen and lha ba chung). This term is more discussed in the conclusions
section of this thesis.
125
Tib. srin khung.
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kapāla without [any of the] six imperfections, fruits appear [on it], at the tip of the branches of
the growing leaf patterns, [just] as the tip is touching126 the brahmarandra.127
If [you] examine the patterns in detail, the insignias of five kinds of Buddhas (f2r) or the
“Four Activities”128 – pacifying, flourishing, empowerment and subjugating, will turn into a
pattern as signs of accomplishment. If those [are] completed, [it is] the best of the bests. If
[just] a few of [them have been] done, [it is] the middle one [amongst] the bests. If the tree
leaves [are] perfect, [it is the one on] the verge of the bests.
Heavy [and] solid kapāla [is] very smooth [on] both inner [and] outer [sides]. The [first] four
inches [of the] forehead [are] one’s own ground. If the central section [of this part is]
pointy,129 plenty of prosperity and assistance will come.130 The [following] four inches [of] an
apex [belong to] the ground [of] wealth. In the middle [of it, there are] four or two
depressions, similar to a toe-pressed hollow [in] white butter. [It is] so-called “wish-granting
cow”.131 [And the final] four inches [of] the nape, [are] the enemy’s ground. If [it] appears
rounded, [it] is auspicious.

126

Tib. snyog.
Tib. tshang bug or tshang pa’i bu ga. Also known as “the hole of Brahma”, “aperture”,
“posterior” or “occipital fontanel” is one of the necessary characteristics of any auspicious
skull. It is a clear sign of accomplishments and successful meditation practices during the life
of a yogi. It is located atop the main channel of the body (where the two parietal bones join
the occipital bone), through which is the energy current being pushed up by the practitioner’s
mind, so it could escape the body at the moment of death. This practice (called Tib. ’pho ba)
is very well known and popular even amongst the Western practitioners (see Loseries-Leick
(2008): 88). But, as will be clarified in chapter 4, I think this term is sometimes used in the
craniological manuals as a “suture”.
128
Tib. phrin las rnam bzhi. This terminus technicus divides tantric rituals into four
categories or stages: (1) Pacifying (Tib. zhi ba) or appeasement; (2) Flourishing (Tib. rgyas
pa) or increasing; (3) Empowerment (Tib. dbang ba) or overpowering, subduing; (4)
Subjugating (Tib. drag po) or destruction. These are mentioned in almost every text.
129
Lit. “sharpened” – according to an illustration taken from a different text (see Appendix
5/2: 254), it is simply curved inwards the cranium.
130
Lit. “a castle of prosperity and support is being build”.
131
Tib. ’dod ’jo’i ba. Also-called “Bountiful Cow”, which is an attribute of the Western
continent (Tib. ba lang spyod, Sans. aparagodānīya). Correspondingly, the “Wish-fulfilling
Tree” (Tib. dpag bsam gyi shing) which is mentioned, for example, in the W22308 (part I.), is
an attribute of the Southern continent (Tib. ’dzam bu gling, Sans. jambudvīpa). Question is, if
the other texts are referring to this “Wish-fulfilling Tree”, when they talk about “ljong shing”
or not (see later).
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If the hole of Brahma appears [on] the auspicious [and] meritorious male skull, thus,
consequently, the kapāla [is] endowed with those [sings mentioned earlier]. When [such skull
is being] held, [one] will gain two kinds of siddhis.132 But holding [a skull with] two, six,
eight or more pieces [is] unacceptable.133
[Such (evil) skull is] crooked like an ox’s back, triangle[-shaped] like a tadpole’s back, dark
blue, light blue134 [or] dark yellow. Reddish, whitish, delicate [and] soft as human ashes.
Uneven [with] thick top [part and] smooth interior, being very thin all [around]. [With just] a
single “stem” of a residual vein, and the traces of ravens and worms,135 (f2v) [it’s like] a
graveyard [at] the bottom of a hollow.136 And without the leaf patterns, the patterns
[themselves are] disordered and the branches [are bended] downwards. Both inside [and]
outside [of the skull] are rough, soft and light. And [it has] a lot [of] the soft parts.137 And the
central portion [of] one’s own ground is not pointy. And on the ground [of] wealth are no
depressions. And the enemy’s ground appears pointy. And [it is] either without [any]
brahmarandra or [with] many [of them]. [This] female skull [is of] evil kind, and [completely]
filled with evil. Thus, wise men should abstain [from it].
With a triple-combination of references, lama’s precepts and prophecies of ḍākinīs, [one]
should know, [what kind of] skull [from] the charnel ground, [having all the proper] qualities,
[should be] rejected [and what kind should be] accepted. Thus, the precepts of the skulls [are]
taught [here] briefly by the Sakyapa holder [of] the collected scriptures.
May [it] become auspicious!

132

Common (Tib. thun mong) and supreme (Tib. mchog) siddhis are the desired consequence
of most texts about holding the skull cup.
133
Here is finally given the reason why a skull having two parts is omitted in the beginning of
this text.
134
Similar to sky-like blue.
135
Tib. srin.
136
Tib. rtsa ro dang ni sdong gcig dang/ bya rog rjes dang srin rjes dang/ gting khung dang
ni dur sa dang/.
137
Tib. lha ba chen.
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3.2 W18978 (including translation)
Bla ma dgongs pa ’dus pa las/ Thod ngan nag po kun thub kyi man ngag yod/
“From the lama’s wisdom intent: Dark [and] omnipotent esoteric instructions about an evil
skull”
Sangs rgyas gLing pa (14th century, terton): Bla ma dgongs ’dus/. Vol. 7, pp. 749-751.

This text is also part of the terma revealed by Sangs rgyas gLing pa (W01CT0060, see
chapter 2.2 for more information). Although “The lama’s wisdom intent” contains several
other works on skulls, this is the only one describing solely the evil skulls. It is very different
from all the other texts I have come across. It talks about what should a yogi do to utilize the
evil skull and what will be the consequences for him. Rejecting a skull of evil signs is not an
option here. Even more interestingly, it suggests using the woman’s skull during the ritual.

(f1v) oṃ/ thyīlrahya swakwama/ namo ghuru dhewa ḍākkini huṃ/138
A yogi [who] holds [the teachings of] the secret mantras139 [will] attain every single action,
[with] no exception, by pacifying, flourishing etc.140 Because [he] wields many different
[kinds of] skulls, the dark [and] omnipotent evil one has to be uphold indispensably.
Draw a chakra according to the small analogical [illustration]141 on a sheet of paper,142 silk,
cotton [or] whatever [you have]. [Put] the authentic143 relics, consecrated144 hair, bones, nails,
various medicines, precious gems [and] numerous kinds of seeds [into the wrapping
illustrated with the chakra and then into the skull]. Cover [the skull with either] some kind of

138

Sic!
Tib. gsang sngags, Sans. guhyamantra.
140
It is referring again to phrin las rnam bzhi – thus the “empowerment” and “subjugating”
are not mentioned here.
141
Which was not part of this text.
142
Usually made from birch bark.
143
Lit. “unquestionable”.
144
Or “blessed”.
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silk or with a Persian badger’s skin [you] have collected, [and] bind [it all together with]
multicolored [silk]. When the day [of a week] and stars [are in an] auspicious constellation,
the tshogs gtor [offering is] arranged [for] the Three Roots 145 [and] the mandala. Do a ritual
consecration in accordance to the scripture. Recite hundred times the mantra of a chakra itself.
Put the male [and] the female skulls “face to face” together.146 Inside, [they are] filled [with]
the chakra, precious [gems], medicines, [and] grains, [and] roll [them] together in any suitable
wrapper. Conceal to the sacredness [of] a meditation seclusion under a sunrise, without being
seen by [any] people. On top of that, put [inside] either a tsatsa or statue, [which] has been
consecrated.
Regardless of which kind of skull [he] wields, the yogi who have done [all] this will be
provided with siddhis by [holding] the best [skull]. (f2r) Correspondingly, by holding the
middle one, ḍākinīs will gather. All the subjugating activities will be accomplished [by
holding the one on] the verge.
Without [any of] that, [the yogi] will not accomplish [the siddhis, just by holding] the best
[one]. The middle [one] will turn into various miseries [for him]. [The one on] the verge will
create various kinds of [inauspicious] disasters.
Due to those numerous reasons [given] here, [all] the yogis have to know [this]! May this
[text called] “Dark [and] omnipotent evil skull” meet with several mantradharas,147 the
fortunate beings with good deeds. Hopefully, it will not fall into the hands [of those who
have] no commitment.148
Commitment! Seal, seal, seal! Secret! The end! Sealed in concealment! Sealed by
entrustment! Sealed [as a] treasure!

145

Refers to the lama, yidam and ḍākinī.
Opposite to the way as ḍamaru is made.
147
Tib. sngags ’chang.
148
Tib. dam med.
146
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3.3 W21578 (including translation)
bsKyed rdzogs ’brel ma lam ’bras bu dang bcas pa’i chos brtsam pa rdo rje’i snying po las/
Thod pa brtags pa’i rim pa rin chen bcud ’dus/
“Dharma unifying the “cultivation and completion [processes]” together with the result [and
the] path, written according to a core vajra, called “A gradual examination of a skull – the
collected precious essence””
Mi ’gyur rDo rje (1645-1667, author):149 gnam chos/ Vol. 8, bskyed rdzogs ’brel ma lam
’bras bu dang bcas pa’i chos brtsam pa rdo rje’i snying po las dpe tho le’u byang gi rim pa
gzhung don gsal byed chos kyi nyi ma bzhugs so/ (e), 4ff (f. 7v-10r), pp. 67-74.

According to the colophon, whole work is ascribed to Padmasambhava and Indrabhūti. It has
countless orthographical mistakes. I was able to easily recognize majority of them, still there
were some words for which I had to seek the help of my colleagues. Particularly interesting is
the unusual two pages long table in the end, summarizing the whole content (and adding
several new details too), which is very helpful for better understanding. The vocabulary used
here is an interesting mixture of “tibetanized” Sanskrit words (like the references to the
castes, elephants etc.) and some Tibetan expressions (’bar ’bur, thag thug, zang se zang etc.).
Significant is also the mention of a cuckoo, highly admired bird in Tibet.
Contentwise, the text suggest accepting skulls of up to five pieces and rejecting any female
ones. It gives long lists of characteristics of both auspicious and evil skulls, which are
alternated with nice passages full of analogies, written in verses. If the skull is cracked or
otherwise broken, text recommends to repair it with precious substances like gold etc. A lot of
attention is given to the various patterns and shapes on the skulls. Even the actual images of
the shapes are included in the end.

149

B.D.R.C. ID: P659. Nyingma master from Kham, student of Karma Kagyu lama Kar+ma
Chags med. Later even received the teachings of Rat+na gLing pa.
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[Heruka, you are] the one [who] owns all wisdoms and kāyas, [who] attained sublime siddhis
[of/on] a charnel ground. After paying [this] homage to Heruka, as [I] write here: to recognize
the qualities150 of a bhandha [held] by a disciplined151 yogi, [I have] collected a few [of
them].152 Ḍākinīs, grant [me] the blessing [and] permission [to proceed].
It is appropriate to accept [a skull of] up to five pieces and from six [up] reject [it]. Thus,
[the ritual of] suppression153 is auspicious. As for the shape, avoid [those which are like] a
piwang, [have] holes,154 [are] awry, dinted, or of uneven thickness. Reject [it, if the skull has]:


bad smell of a garlic [representing] long enemy’s ground155



smell [of] a rotten [corpse, smelly] black beetle156 [or] a lizard157



numerous bruises, bumps [and] bulges,158 [or] variances [in] distances159



a hideous color.

[The skull, being from an] outcaste woman, [should be] rejected [too. Such skull:]


[is not] heavy, [but it is] delicate [and] thin



[has] deep, short, [and] tangled160 patterns laid horizontally



[has] many depressions [and] peaks crooked inwards



[has] residual blood, images [of] a triangle, dagger or frog, [and also] a notch, cavities,
[and] a cross161

150

Tib. blang dor. Lit. “to recognize the skulls of rejection and acceptance”.
Tib. brtul zhugs.
152
I do not know if he refers to collected skulls or texts.
153
Tib. mnan pa.
154
Tib. bang mig.
155
Tib. skya sgog dri dan dgra sa mtho.
156
Tib. sbur nag.
157
Tib. sa ’dzin.
158
Tib. ’bar ’bur.
159
Tib. thag thug.
160
Tib. ’dzin.
161
These images are repeated in the end of this text, together with their actual visual
representations.
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... [that is all] evil.


[is] triangular, similar [to] the tadpole’s shape



[is] soft



[with] many huge rough cracks162



[is] greyish, yellowish, and reddish



[has] a lot of soft parts163



[has] the appearance of ash



[is] dark blue, dark grey, dark yellow



[has] a pattern interlaced by [another] one



[has] footprints of a raven and numerous deep holes



[is] like a decaying yellow mud



[is] without a brahmarandra or glitter



[has] a blue tint [manifesting through] the white [color]



[is] without [any] soft parts164



and without the transparent brahmarandra and other miscellaneous [signs]



[has] a vague bindu and a pattern [of] a dry tree [with] no leaves



[is] double cracked [on] the back



[has] a rounded head[-shape]



[is] like [being] scratched



[is] like [with] footprints [of] a bug



[has] the ending [part completely] dashed165



[is] cracked [in] the front, center [and on] the back.

Reject [it, if it is] cracked [or] broken. [If it has images of] crossed fangs of a wild beast,
nails, and [if it has] sequential lines166 or lacks white [color], reject [it]. If those [signs] appear

162

Tib. sob la srub rtsing rna lhan che; possibly translated also as “with rough cracks and big
depressions [around] the ears”.
163
Tib. lha ba che.
164
Tib. lha ba med.
165
Tib. bor mjug.
166
Tib. nyer rim, corrected as gnyer rim.
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on the enemy’s ground, [it is] auspicious. If you fill the cracks with gold, silver or [some]
precious [material] perfectly, [it] will suffice.
[If] the shape [of] the vessel [is] like:


an egg split [into] halves



necessarily without [any] bumps [and] bulges



[or] variances [in] distances



[or has any depressions] similar to white butter [being] pressed [down] by a thumb

… if those four [are] on the ground of wealth, [it is] very auspicious.
[If the] appearance [is:]


shiny



pure



[and] attractive



heavy as a gold



and solid as an iron



[it is] thick and even [around] the edges [and in] the center

… [then it is] auspicious.
In the front are two openings [and] smooth patterns similar to magic trees. The top of an apex
[is] pure.167 The clarified offering substances, syllables, eight [auspicious] substances, signs,
mandala, attributes etc., [together with] the possessed images of a dragon, mudra, [and]
kāya168 [form] “the vessel [of] attainments” [consisting of] up to five pieces.
[It] has shapes resembling the pattern [of] the magic tree [in] full bloom, a flower [and] a
fruit. A size [of] a direct, even [and] straight brahmarandra [is] taught [to be] fitting [into] the
sesame seed. The dimensions [of such skull are] taught [to be] thirty-two, twenty-eight or
even twenty-two times the size [of] the width [of one’s] own finger.

167

Tib. zangs se zang.
Tib. ’brug dang phyag rgya sku gzugs ldan. Another possible translation is “embodying
the dragon and mudra”.
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[It is] like [when] a pond of nectar originates at the roots [of] the wish-fulfilling tree. [It is]
like [if] a cuckoo descends at [its] peak. The wood itself [is] subtle, flexible, pliant, smooth,
[and] coiled, [with] the peaks bend towards [the tree] itself.
[The part] above the eyebrows is like a sunrise, [the area] behind the ears is like a dawning
moon. The margins on the left and on the right of the forehead are pegged like the tusks [of]
an elephant. The crown is a right-handed conch shell. The backside [of] the shell, [which is]
similar to a mirror, is like [being] ornamented with forms [of] the stars. If [there] are rounded
patterns, [it] is known as the essence of sun [and it is] auspicious. In between the eyebrows,
[there] is a lump of bones [and] an excessive bone, [which] is like a drop [of] a ghee in a
dough, [like] throwing pomegranate seeds on a beam,169 like putting white soil on frozen
[earth]. [That is] auspicious! Inside [the skull is] a gem – a wish-granting cow, similar [to]
putting the lentil seeds into a flour. In the center, [there] are four cavities. [That is] known as
the wish-granting cow. The three cavities in the front are gems. The number of pieces [and
other] related groups will be clarified by looking into the table.170
The identification of the skull [is] as follows:


Thin, small [in] size, blue and yellow – that is of a female.



Thick, hard [and] big is [known as] the male [one].



[If there are] the footprints of the raven, [it is from] an infertile [man].



If the color [is] grey [and there are] no soft parts, [it is] known [as the skull of] a
leprosy [patient].

Furthermore, as for the division [of the skull], gradually examining [it] from the secret left
[side, there are the grounds of]:

169



oneself



wifes



children [plus] grandchildren



servants



[and] wealth,

Tib. smin ’tshams rus pa’i gong bu dang/ zan la mar khu gtib ’dra ba’i rus lhag byung
dang phyam steng du/ ser ’bru gtor ba ’dra ba dang/.
170
See the end of this text.
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… one by one. Likewise, from the right [side, one] counts [the grounds of]:


patrons



on the right [side] of the demon’s gate171, the enemies



on the left [side of the demon’s gate], the patrons of the enemies.

As for this, [it is] the innermost essence of the heart. Whoever hold [it, their] spiritual
qualities will increase. This is a collection of the quintessence of the teachings of
Padmasambhava and lopon Indrabhūti. [In] the beginning of the year of a mouse, [in] the
beginning of the third month, [in] the beginning of the first day (according to the tradition of
Kalachakra), I, Dorje Gyurme,172 gained merit by finishing this writing.173 May all the
mother[-like] sentient beings attain the state of vidyadhara.
Bird’s footprint. Depression at the temples. Residual blood. A notch. A cross. A triangle. A
dagger. A cavity. Frog’s body.174
The imprints [of] the roots have depth [and] length of a finger or half of a finger – [that is] the
single trunk of a tree. A small opening [which goes] deep [inside and] spreads like a lightning
– [that is] the charnel ground. Likewise, having numerous interconnected smaller
depressions175 – [that is] the deep hole. If [there] are hollow cavities deep as one or [just] half
of the finger – [that is] the depression at the temples.
Number of pieces

One

Two
Like a

Shape

Lotus-like

precious
jewel

Three

Body of an
elephant

Four

Five

Similar to vajra

Odor of a
Odor

sandal

Camphor

Musk / bezoar

Odor of chang

wood

171

Tib. bdud sgo.
Migyur Dorje’s name appears inserted right under this name.
173
If it was written during Migyur’s life, it was 1660.
174
Original text includes the images as examples of these motifs. See Appendix 3: 72.
175
Tib. kang kung.
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Color

Conch

Golden /

shell-like

yellow

Coral

Agate

Like a bird’s egg

Bright as an
Glow

Glow of a
lotus

Beautifully

Ravishing

appearance of a

Having modestly

176

blood-red

rhododendron /

blueish nature177

rounded

chrysanthemum
Of an uncertain
Type (origin)

Brāhmaṇ

Kṣatriya

Vaishya

Śūdra’s type

type,178 thus
[being of] the fifth
type

Benefits

Activities

Bhandha

Benefits of
keeping

176

Power

Power over

over the

the wealth /

land

cattle

Pacifying

Flourishing

Bhandha
of kāya

179

Bhandha of
big cattle

Power over the

Accomplishments

Superior

wealth / cattle

in mantras

achievements

Empowerment

Subjugating

Bhandha of

Bhandha of

ornaments

fruition [and]

[and] signs

flower

Becoming

Becoming a

Proficient in

a religious

religious

writing and

[person]

[person]

dharma

Proficient in Four
Activities

Accomplishing all
[Four] Activities
dung chen
bhandha [alias the
skull of] the
sugata
Achieving the
state of
vidyadhara

Tib. sdum la bsdug (sic!). First possible correction is zlum la sdug. Ives Waldo translates
sdug in his dictionary as “pleasant, sad, pretty, beautiful”, which we find also in the phrase
blta na sdug pa. But it does not tell us much about its “glow”. Hence I would like to bring up
the text W22308, which clearly says snum la zlum po mchod gong ’dra/. This I translate as
“shiny and rounded as an agate”, although I am aware, that in this table, the color of an agate
(here as ’chong) is mentioned in the column of a four-pieced skulls, I think this correction is
the right one, considering all the other inconsistencies across the texts.
177
Tib. bbag ldan ngo bo sngo. Corrected as bag ldan – “modestly (or plain, simple)
looking”.
178
Tib. rigs ma nges, meaning “untouchables”.
179
Tib. sku’i bhan+dha.
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Number and type

One;

of brahmarandra

Brāhmaṇ

Accomplishments

God’s
skills

Two;
Kṣatriya’s

If more, there are
Three; Vaishya

Four; Śūdra’s type

type

Skills
resembling
a kingship

no
accomplishments

Skills

Pointless efforts,

resembling

Accomplishing

feasting [and

[those of] a

Four Activities

keeping of]

county feudal

properties

3.4 W22308 (including translation)
Thod pa bzang ngan brtag thabs dang Ka pā la bzang po mchod nas dngos grub lent shul
’dud dgu’i ’byung gnas/ bZhed hor phyogs kyi gzhi dag rnams gyi bsang mchod/
““Examination techniques [of] the auspicious [and] evil skull” and “A source [of] all the
desirable ways [of] attaining the siddhis by offering the auspicious kapāla””180
Ngag dbang Shes rab (author):181 No. 52, 10ff (f. 1r-10v).
“The sources of Shehor bsang purification” is incomplete, anonymous and unrelated ritual to
the previous text. No. 57, only 2ff. available.

The title page contains several notes in English. Possibly “given me by Lozang Tamba”(?).
According to the colophon, the text was written down by someone named bKra shis.
Unfortunately, the date provided in the end does not include the number of rabjung, thus
precise dating is very hard. By comparing my translation with the one made by Rockhill,182
there are evidently some issues in interpretation, understandable due to antiquity of his
translation. But, I am quite sure that my text really is the one Rockhill actually referred to. All

180

As Rockhill puts it: “Method for distinguishing good and bad skulls, and how, by offering
a kapāla, to obtain wordly prosperity and create a wish-granting source”.
181
B.D.R.C. ID: P7527.
182
As my adviser pointed out, Rockhill did not have the necessary language skills, so the
translations published under his name were probably a work of one of his Tibetan assistants.
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the mantras and even the sentence order are alike. On the other hand, his translation skips a
few passages included in my text and some terms have different spellings.
First, it shortly describes various kinds of evil skulls and encourages a yogi to reject them. On
the other hand, the work still admits that such skulls works well as demon-suppressing
objects. It clearly points out that both the skull of a woman or of a child born from incest are
evil. Afterwards, it describes the signs of the auspicious skulls in great detail and points out
that if such skull has more than six pieces, it should be rejected as the evil one. The text
discusses skull’s origin, colors, qualities and effects, providing several older sources as its
references. Then it focusses on the original bearer, his origin and even gives some notes on
his corpse. Second part is dedicated to the offering ritual to Amithāba and all its necessities,
finishing up with the expected outcomes of such actions.

(f1v) namō gurudeva dākinī bhyaḥ/
Here will be explained the examination techniques [of] the auspicious [and] evil skull and all
the desirable ways [of] attaining the siddhis by offering the auspicious kapāla. [I am] asking
the gathering of lamas [and] ḍākinīs for forgiveness.183
Regarding the topics [of this text, there are] two:
1. The examination techniques of the auspicious [and] evil skulls.
2. All the desirable ways [of] attaining the siddhis by offering the auspicious kapāla.
The first [topic has] two [chapters]:
A. The examination [of] the evil skull.
B. The examination [of] the auspicious skull.
As for the first chapter (A.), [it has] also two [subchapters about] the general
examination [of] the evil skulls. In particular:
I.
II.

183

The skulls [belonging to] a women.
[The skull belonging to the one, who was born from] an incest.184

This introduction was skipped in the Rockhill’s translation.
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This should be known firstly: [it is]…


awry185



[with] numerous incurvations186



[of uneven] dimensions



very thin



almost punctured



of uneven thickness



[of] great capacity187



[with] stacked fissures



and numerous parts.

(f2r) It [has] numerous footprints of birds and insects [and] chiseled triangle-like [holes].188
[It is] like [when] a mouse [or] an insect gnawed [it]. The magic tree 189 [is] completely dried
out. By just a [simple] look, mind does not like such skulls [which] are evil. [These] are
known [as] demon-suppressing objects.190 If [one] holds those, [his/her] lifespan [will get]
short, because numerous diseases and loss [of wealth] will come. Numerous gossips and
quarreling will arise. [It is] harmful to [one’s] wealth, thus improper [to] hold [it].
[Again,] as for this second chapter, [it has] two [subchapters already mentioned earlier].
Firstly, as for the female skull (I.):

184



[it] has no brahmarandra



[it is] very thin



both sides of the loose fissures [around] the ears [are] thin



[and its] color is a mixture of blue, white and red.

Rockhill has a different division: (1) general characteristics of bad skulls and (2) skulls
belonging to women and bastards.
185
Tib. ya yo ba.
186
Tib. gyag gyog mang. Rockhill translates this as “indentations”, but I feel that the Tibetan
word implies more of a curved shape of these holes and not anything with sharp edges.
187
Tib. lto ba che, lit. “with big belly”. For more details on this term see chapter 4.2.
188
Rockhill says, that it looks “like weevil-eaten grain”.
189
Rockhill translates as “jon wood”.
190
Tib. dam sri mnan pa’i rdzas. According to Rockhill it is “victorious devil-medicine”.
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Regarding both the magic tree [and] the wish-fulfilling tree, a male urine is being
absorbed into these patterns,191 filling [them and] touching [them]. Bubbles or (f2v)
even [some] noise [will appear].



In the forehead [is] a hollow.192



If a crevice will [begin to] form from the left, [it] is definitely the woman’s skull.

Although having all the precious qualities,193 [it] will not become “the vessel of
auspiciousness”. Because [it] does not please the ḍākinīs, a tantric should not wield it.
Secondly, [to] what is known as an incest skull (II.):194
From a relationship between a father and a daughter or a relationship between a brother and a
sister, an incest child [is] born, [and his] skull is famous as the incest skull. If [there] are
uninterrupted fissures from the occiput up to the forehead, [it] is definitely the skull of the
incest child. Moreover, since [it] is a polluted item, [it] will cause obstructions [during] the
attainment [of] siddhis.195 And because [it] will not become the vessel of auspiciousness,
every single yogi (f3r) should reject it.
As for the second chapter [about] the auspicious skull (B.):
[The auspicious skull] has a beautiful white color like a shining conch shell. Being yellow and
radiant, [it is] like gold. [It is] shiny and rounded as an agate.196 Because [it is] not awry, [it
is] like a gem. It has an even thickness and small capacity.197 The forehead [is] long and
perfectly sharp, like a garuda’s beak and a tiger’s claw. [It is] hard, solid and heavy as a rock.

191

Tib. rus pa’i nad du. I assume there is a mistake. I read it as ris pa’i nang du, so it makes
sence together with the preceding verse. Rockill translates it: “… (unctuous) like jon and pasam wood; those in which the inner surface of the bone smells of human urine…”.
192
Omitted by Rockhill.
193
Tib. yon tan kun dang ldan.
194
Rockhill mentions the original word, which he translated as “bastard”. It is the same term
as in my text – rnal. After consulting with geshe Nyima Woser Choekhortshang and also as
the text describes it in the following paragraph, I truly believe that it refers to a child born
from an incest. Hence the differences in our translations of what follows.
195
As Rockhill mistakenly interprets it: “an obstacle to the acquisition of wordly prosperity”.
196
Rickhill’s version is “unctuous like a ball offered in the temples” which should according
to him refer to the tormas.
197
Tib. lto ba chung.
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[It is] smooth and dazzling198 to the touch. It has a clear brahmarandra, not more than two [of
them].199 The bountiful cow and the river Ganga are bright, long and perfectly profound.
Young trees, fully bloomed [ones,] fruitful flowers [and even] buds arise [on it]. If the a
syllable and other seed syllables, the eight auspicious signs [and] the seven royal attributes, a
sword and [some] other (f3v) weapons – if [all of] those form a convex pattern, [it is] very
auspicious skull. [It is] utterly solid as a rock [and] very heavy as a gold. Like meeting a close
friend, [it is] pleasing just to see [it].200 Having those three distinctive features, there is no
need to inspect [and] examine [such] skull. One may accept [it] immediately after seeing [it].
[This was] said according to [the text called] “The bouquet of white lotuses”.201 If [there] is an
image of a sun around the middle path of the forehead at one’s own ground, [it] is known as
“the sun [of] joy [and] happiness”.
[The text called] “The wisdom of all the accomplished scholars” says:202 If the fissures do not
exist at all203 or alternatively, [if] the interconnections [between] the cracks and the crackless
parts [are] about the width of a finger, [it] is said [to be] known as “the single-pieced skull”.
(f4r) Right after seeing or hearing [about the skull] having whichever [of] those auspicious
signs, [it is like when] a poor guy is coming across a treasure or like [when] a thunder
[strikes] the heart of a peacock... It gives [such] joyful splendor to [your] mind.204 [Then, it] is
definitely the auspicious skull. Always held by a yogi, [he/she] will undoubtedly achieve the
fulfillment.205

198

Tib. ’od ’tshar. Rockhill’s “polished” is maybe more suitable in this context but I have not
been able to verify it in any dictionary.
199
According to Rockhill, it has “no line on it save clearly defined suture ones (are among
the very best)”.
200
Rockhill was not sure here about his translation, which goes like this: “closely united like
lovers”.
201
Tib. pad dkar chun po las gsungs so Rockhill translated as “known as ‘white lotus bunch
(pe-kar chun-po)’”, reffering to a type of skull. He completely skipped the previous sentence.
202
Tib. mkhas grub thams cad mkhyen pa.
203
Tib. srubs ni gtan nas med pa Rockhill translates as “sutures on a skull are without
interruption”.
204
Tib. rma bya’i snyid la ’brug sgra ltar/ yid la dga’ ba’i dpal ster na/ was translated by
Rockhill as “feels on hearing the heart-stirring cry of the peacock”.
205
Tib. bzhes don ’grub par the tshom med/ Rockhill translates as “bring happiness”.
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Kapāla of the proper characteristics [is]:206


… found [in] the morning [of] the first half [of] the spring-time – [it] will pacify the
diseases, sorrow [and] gossiping.



… found [at] the noon [of] the first half [of] the summer-time – [it will cause that] the
possessions, food [and] wealth will increase and expand.



… found [in] the afternoon [of] the second half [of] the autumn-time – [it] will gather
the triad [of] people, wealth [and] food [under its/his] control.



… found [in] an evening after the sunset [of] the winter-time – [it] will expand control
[over] sorcery and occult powers.207



… obtained from a river (f4v) – the precious qualities will grow.



… obtained from a jungle208 – the family lineage will grow.



… obtained from a settlement – it will [be] a source of numerous friends.



… obtained from a peak of a mountain – it will have the all-mighty powers.



… obtained from a charnel ground – [one] will get the occult powers.



… received from a mouth of a bird or a wild beast – the food, wealth [and]
possessions will always grow.



… white – [it] will pacify diseases and sorrow.209



… yellow – [it] will increase the retinue and possessions.



… red – [it] will bring the people and wealth under [the yogi’s] power.



… green [or] black – [the yogi] will attain the destructive actions.

Even the round, square, semi-circular and triangular [skulls] – [they will work]
correspondingly [to those four mentioned before].

206

In contrast with Rockhill’s translation, mine provides more details regarding the time
periods, according to the original text.
207
Tib. mthu dang nus pa Rockhill translates as “might and power”. My translation is based
on consulting these terms with geshe Nyima Woser Choekhortshang and looking into the
tshig mdzod chen mo.
208
Or forest.
209
Here the text starts to refer to the “Four Activities”, Tib. phrin las rnam bzhi.
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[When] the head [of] the corpse [is] facing towards the east or any other [cardinal]
point, the accomplishment of the Four Activities will gradually appear.



[When] facing towards [one of the] four intermediate points, [one] will attain the
wrathful [powers].



[When it is from a body, which was] lying on [its] back, [the yogi] will have control
[over things].



[When it is] facing down, [the yogi] will not have any diseases [and] will get [all the]
possessions.

(f5r) If [it was] acquired [as] a head without the body, [one] will live happily by means [of]
the dharma [and] without [any] enemies. Unless being a yogi [of] great comprehensions, [it
is] better to reject those entrustments210 towards such fierce actions by anyone like me [i.e.
ordinary people].
Furthermore, there is [even] more to be said:211


[By having a skull consisting from] a single part – [a yogi will have] control over the
land.



[By having a skull consisting from] two parts – [a yogi will have] control over the
realm of desires.



[By having a skull consisting from] three parts – [a yogi will have] control over the
wealth.



[By having a skull consisting from] four parts – [a yogi will have] control over the
dharma.212



[By having a skull consisting from] five parts – [the yogi’s] family lineage will grow.

Although without [having] the precious qualities, [one] will carry out [the role] of lopon.
Even [just] a part [of the auspicious skull has] the ability [to] be helpful. Although not having
powers on its own, the skull is helpful.213

210

Tib. bsdags (sic!) but I assume it should be mngags. Rockhill puts it as “incantations”.
Tib. bshad par ’di ltar, which would imply, as Rockhill points out, that the citation of “The
wisdom of all the accomplished scholars” ends here. Moreover, as is evident from other texts,
gling and dum bu are usually interchangeable terms (in this context). Thus, I translate the
following passage according to this assumption, but Rockhill refers to the continents and
corresponding cardinal points. I think it is wrong also because of the clear structure of this
passage, which confirms previous statements about the number of pieces.
212
Rockhill says “rule through the law”.
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By [having a skull consisting from] six parts and so on (i.e. many parts) – [a yogi] will
ruin himself and the others.

Thereby has been said by the masters.214
(f5v) Furthermore, examine the auspicious [and] evil skulls [even] during the life [of a
human] as [follows]:


The skulls of a kṣatriya, brāhmaṇ, vaishya or a pious man [are] auspicious.215



[The skulls] of a śūdra, woman, wicked man, barbarian, outcast etc. [are] evil.216

These [are] the signs of the bearer of the auspicious skull:


[has] soft [and] smooth hair [of] shining black [color]



[has] thick eyebrows on the huge surface of [his] forehead



[has] a mole217 at the center of [his] forehead



[has] extra teeth at the core of the upper palate218



the tip of [his] tongue touches [his] nose



[has] a subtle voice



[has] blue appearance219



[has] a nice face



while walking, [he] starts with [his] left limbs.

Knowing this, take [the skull] in the time of [his] death.
[It is] auspicious, [if the bearer] suddenly died, fell into the abyss, was killed in battle or
drawn, and not taken by a leprosy, chronic disease or some other long-lasting disease.220 (f6r)

213

Our translations could not be more unalike. His translation reads: “… it is useful and
potent, and though one be weak, it will protect him. Skulls in six pieces or in a great many
pieces are useful to one’s self and others.”.
214
This could mark other possible end of the citation from “The wisdom of all the
accomplished scholars”.
215
Rockhill puts “Buddhist” as an adjective for these three castes. I have used chos ldan as
“pious man”.
216
Rockhill says: “common people, bad women, persons of bad lineage and Chandālas”.
217
Or birthmark.
218
Rockhill says it is “most of his teeth in his upper jaw”.
219
Rockhill says it is connected with the following line on this list and interprets it as “his
complexion as fresh as that of a youth”.
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[It is auspicious, if] the body [and] mind are not separated [and still] covered in skin. [If the
body is] without any precious substances,221 [if it is] facing down, [hence you] do not know
[if the skull is] auspicious [or] evil, or [you] do not make [the necessary] offerings; regardless
of having the auspicious or the evil [skull], the result [of doing] virtues [or] evils will not
appear during [your] life. Therefore, all the auspicious [and] evil skulls should be accepted
[only] after careful examination.
Secondly (2.), from both:
A. Ways of offering.
B. Ways to receive the siddhis.
To the first one (A.), although regardless the month, the eighth day of the waxing moon [is]
the best. Besides, [when] the moon [and] the stars are in the flourishing222 conjunction, [it is]
the auspicious day [of] the perfect conjunction.
[Go to] a hermitage or [some] other charming place, cleaned by perfectly executed bsang223
and bdug [rituals]. Draw the base [of] lotus mandala (f6v) [with] the soil brought by a clean
girl from the Tashi hill in Tsang [or some] other [sacred hill there].224 All the proportions [of]
the supporting stand [for the skull] are appropriate [and] properly made. On top [of that are]
various kinds [of] lotuses, properly drawn with powdered colors etc. Inside the skull are [the
following syllables] written [in] gold, indigo [or] vermillion [color]:

220



āḥ on the east



hūṃ on the south



srā on the west



hā on the north



oṃ in the center.

Contrary to Rockhill, I think both parts of this sentence refers to the original bearer of the
skull.
221
According to Rockhill, it is “there is no jewelry on it”.
222
For context see the list of astronomical conjunctions, Tib. sbyor ba nyer bdun.
223
This is the only mention in this text, which connects it to the following “Sources of Shehor
bsang purification” from this book.
224
Tib. gtsang la bkra shis ri sogs nas/ bu mo gtsang mas blangs pa’i sas/. It is also possible
to translate it in more general way as follows: “soil brought by a clean girl either from an
auspicious hill or some other clean place”.
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And [on] the outside [of] the mouth in the left-handed circle [is written the following
mantra]:225 “oṃ rat+na rat+na sid+dhi pha la su pra si d+dhi pha la a yu pha la hūṃ” or,
also determined to be the: “oṃ dē na rat+na si d+dhi pha la su pra sid+dhi sa ma ya a yup
ha la hūṃ”. Inside, [there are] as many additional words226 as desired.
Gather all kinds of jewels and various:


scents



medicines



seeds



soils



stones



tree fruits



cottons



silks227



hairs [from] horses [and] cattle



first wooden tumors228



skins [and] other [objects]



(f7r) kinds of a prosperous rich man’s valuables.

Furthermore, fill [the skull] perfectly with:229

225



the eight auspicious signs



the seven royal attributes



the five desirable qualities230

Rockhill suggests different translation “commencing on the left hand side of the face”.
Tib. spel tshig. According to tshig mdzod chen mo these are added “long or short prose or
verses”, which Rockhill interprets as “mixed prose and verse”.
227
Tib. ras dang gos dar rta phyugs spu/. The logic indicates, that dar was mistaken for a
simple connective particle dang, yet both occurrences make sense (gos dar means silk cloths).
228
Tib. lba dand po la sbags pa sogs/. lba possibly refers to lba ba, known as wooden tumors
(alias “suvel” or “kap” from Russian). Yet, another possibility is to see it as a “fox’s skin” (as
suggested by Rockhill) – sbags pa already occurred in this text, corrected as pags pa. In this
case, the question would be, how to deal with the dang po… Would it be a reference to “a
young fox”?
229
It is uncertain, if one should fill the skull or the mandala circle with these, as was
suggested by Rockhill.
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whichever drawing [and] filling [you] get231

… and precisely put [the skull to] the center [of] the mandala on top of the platform.232
Arrange:


yogurt and milk to the east



ghee to the south



sugar, molasses [and] honey to the west



flawless selected chang to the north



various seeds [and/of] flowers to the four intermediate points.

If [the skull is] surrounded by [sense] offerings, food [offerings and] other [kinds of
offerings], [and by] whichever worshipping implements [you can] afford [like] banners [of]
victory, canopies etc., [it] is excellent.233 Put the dorje [with some] mantras234 to the center of
the skull. Then look towards the east [with] your own face [and] concentrate on taking a
refuge, [on] arousing the bodhicitta,235 [on] all [of] the four boundless thoughts (f7v) and [on]
all kinds [of] visualized yidams.
In front [of] the mandala, the kapāla [is being] prepared. The bsang purification will turn [it]
into emptiness. From the empty continuum, in front of the palace, on top of the precious
throne supported by peacocks, on top of the companion236 [of] manifold lotuses… the light
emanates from [the syllable] hrīḥ, having two aspects. Within the complete reabsorption [of

230

Or desirable things.
Rockhill merge the last two things on this list into one: “the five desirable things, sketched
or in fac-simile when procurable”, which also makes sense.
232
Tib. many+dzi, corrected as man dzi.
233
Rockhill’s interpretation does not follow the structure of this sentence precisely.
234
Tib. gzungs rdor, shortcut for gzungs thag rdo rje. Rockhill translates this as “dorje
wrapped around with (multicolored) strings”. Waddell (1895: 446) mentions gzungs thag in a
similar context: “… placing the vajra of his rdor-jehi gzuṅ-t’ag upon the nectar-vase which
the image of Amitayus holds in his lap, and applying the other end to his own bosom, over his
heart. Thus, through the string, as by a telegraph wire, passes the divine spirit, and the Lama
must mentally conceive that his heart is in actual union with that of the god Amitayus, and
that, for the time being, he is himself that god.”.
235
Omitted by Rockhill.
236
Rockhill simply translates as a “stand”.
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the light], the victorious Lord Amitāyus237 [with] red-colored body, wearing precious
adornments and an excellent silk dress,238 [with] a single face [and] two hands [in] equanimity
while holding a kapāla full of amrita, dwells in the way, [that] both [of his] legs [are in]
crossed posture. From [his] body emanates the boundless light. It turns into the essence
embodying all the shelters.239 Through the light of [the syllable] hūṃ [coming from] the heart
center, (f8r) the deities [of] wisdom and empowerment [are being] invoked, becoming
inseparable [and] identical.240 All the empowermenting deities will confer [their]
empowerments and the head, adorned by the boundless light, [will] pass the companionship
[of] purity through all the offering items from the realm of emptiness. [This] all-good cloud of
offerings [is] comparable to the undefiled cloud of outer, inner [and] secret offerings [which]
fills up the [whole] sky.241 By saying the triad [of] syllables242 three times, [you’ll] get the
[desired] powers.243
Hūṃ, invite everything, [what] dwells in the infinite wordly realm – [the lords of] life, [the
lords of] servants,244 [the lords of] possessions, the lords [of] treasures [and] all the great
magicians.245 Please, approach into this place.

237

See https://www.himalayanart.org/search/set.cfm?setID=130. This section is translated by
Rockhill differently, parts of it even omitted, but I believe it depends on the interpretation
hence both translations are more or less correct.
238
Tib. rgyan dang dar gyi na bzas klubs/, corrected as dar gyon bzang.
239
Tib. skyabs gnas kun ’dus, i.e. the embodiment of all objects of refugee. Rockhill’s
translation is “… he wears the features of the Universal Helper”.
240
Tib. dbyer med ro gcig.
241
Rockhill’s passage is as follows: “Wöpamed with bejeweled head has with their assistance
filled the whole firmament with the subtle and spiritual parts proceeding from the objects
which have been offered him and have been removed and become non-extant.”, but literally
puts it as “has filled the whole firmament with the most excellent subtle particles, both inner
and outer, of the all-good cloud of the sacrifice proceeding from the objects which have been
offered.”. I also have another version of this sentence’s translation: “Amitābha, with [his]
adorned head, will fill up the sky with the undefiled cloud of outer, inner [and] secret
offerings, [which is] comparable to the cloud of offerings [emanated by the bodhisattva]
Samantabhadra, [or] to the offering items [coming] from the empty continuum of preliminary
practices [of] the bsang purification.”.
242
The syllables oṃ, āḥ, and hūṃ.
243
The sorcery and occult powers.
244
Omitted by Rockhill.
245
Tib. mthu chen.
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Hūṃ, once the undefiled cloud of outer, inner, [and] secret offerings, created [in] reality [and
also in] mind, will be offered and [then] taken by the lamas, yidams [and] ḍākinīs,246 the
siddhis will be (f8v) bestowed [to you].
After that, invoke a heart, visualizing [it in] front [of you as being] attached [by] the mantra
thread, the five-colored light [coming] from your heart center. Invite all the blessings 247 [and]
precious qualities [without] any exceptions [and] absorb [them] into your own body. The
whole body [and] the mental continuum [will be] saturated with joy.248 Once again, the light
emanating both from the heart of yourself [and from the visualized heart] in front [you], will
remove the poverty of human beings and other miseries. All the hopes for desires will be
appeased. Think about the rainfall of jewels [falling] from the tip of the light, [filling] the
entire wordly realm and your own abode249 [as well]. In accordance with that, prepare [such]
conceptual framework [of] projecting [and] absorbing.250
[While] holding the mantra thread, recite this quintessence of attaining the siddhis, without
any distractions. Say [this] entire [mantra]: “oṃ āḥ hūṃ/ rat+na si d+dhi a yu pun+ye ka pa
(f9r) la si d+dhi si d+dhi bhruṃ bhruṃ bhruṃ hūṃ hūṃ hūṃ/” one hundred eleven thousand
times.251 Recite the “Essence of Causation”252 hundred [times] or [at least] twenty-one times,
with superior, middling [or even] inferior [interest] – any [of those] three.
Secondly, regarding the ways to receive the siddhis (B.):
The skull and the circle of followers253 are established, empowered and blessed.
Hūṃ, from the immense mandala [of the] sky [radiates] the body [of] Amitāyus – the
vidyadhara, the lord [of] wealth. The rays [of this] jewel pervade like the skandhas of the sun.
[Give] me the empowerment [and] blessing with the precious adornments and attributes. The

246

Tib. Tā ki ma (sic!).
Tib. byin rlabs.
248
According to Rockhill, the Tsapamed’s soul “being thus aroused, the longed-for spiritual
blessings innumerable have entered his person, and that the body and mind are overflowing
with bliss”.
249
Tib. kham khyim.
250
Tib. spro bsdu’i dmigs pa, i.e. “thinking”.
251
Or “hundred thousand times, ten thousand times or one thousand times”.
252
Tib. rten brel snying po is omitted by Rockhil, as well as the threefold interest which
follows.
253
Tib. ’khor gyi mgor (sic!), which Rockhill ignores.
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great magicians [will] bestow the sorcery. Those [of] great powers [will] bestow the
empowerment. The greatly blessed [ones will] bring down the blessing. The life [will be]
bestowed by the lords [of] life. (f9v) The wealth [will be] given by the lords [of] wealth. The
desired siddhis will be bestowed [with] no exception.
Hūṃ, from the immense mandala [of the] sky falls down the stream of amrita. Diseases,
malevolent influences, enemies [and] hindrances [will be] pacified. The pillar [of] the life
[and] vital [forces] will be stabilized.
Hūṃ, from the immense mandala [of the] sky [comes] the precious endless heart-knot,254
[which] increases the wealth, servants and possessions, and fulfills the desires [of] the yogi. 255
Hūṃ, from the immense mandala [of the] sky [come] the great legions of sorcery, strength
[and] occult powers. Immediately summon and bring under control all the persons valuable to
you. All the sentient beings, [now being] mistaken [in] opposition, will be immediately
liberated within the dharmic dimension.256 The complete guardiancy and protection over the
triad [of] base, path and result (f10r) will not fade away.257
Thus, all the deities, pleased by invoking [of] the empowerment, will turn [into] light and
dissolve into the heart center [of] the Amitāyus. Even so, the skull will [also] turn [into] light.
Just as was clarified above, every object [of] desires will appear [as] intended. The tshogs
’khor [ritual]258 will satisfy [and] please the dharmapālas and the bsang [ritual] all the local
deities and local spirits. After performing [those two] elaborately, a banquet [of]
auspiciousness will be unfolded by uttering the [verses] of auspiciousness.
[Afterwards,] wrap the skull in five-colored silken pennants. Hide [it] into the treasure
depository [or somewhere] else. If a yogi always strives to make [these] offerings
accordingly, [he] will pacify the hindrances through attainments [in] noble dharma. After

254

Rockhill’s text says dpal bon, mine clearly dpal be’u, hence the difference in our
translations.
255
I am not sure why Rockhill says instead of “yogi” “dreams”.
256
It is unclear if the author talks about true “liberation” or more of an “annihilation”, i.e.
killing.
257
Tib. gzhi lam byes gsum thams cad du. Thanks to my adviser, Daniel Berounský, for his
advice on this sentence. According to Rockhill, it is: “all those who are traveling within the
land”.
258
Tib. tshogs kyi ’khor lo, Sans. gaṇacakra.
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thorough completion [of] the supportive necessities and pleasing the ḍākinīs, the supreme
[and] common siddhis259 will be immediately bestowed.
(f10v) According to the tantra called “The black skull [from] a charnel ground”,260 [it] is said
like this: “If [one] knows the offering [rite of] the skull, [he] will gather the triad [of] servants,
possessions [and] abundance. If [one] does not offer the skull, [it] is like tossing [it] to remain
[somewhere] under the ground.”.261 Thus said, after offering the skull, [one] will receive the
siddhis. And if [there] is [any] accumulation [of] transgressions [inside the yogi],262 the
gathering of ḍākinīs will forgive [him]. If [there] is [even] a sesame seed’s worth of goodness
[in him, it] will cause a delight [to] the ḍākinīs.263
Regarding to [what] was said here, [it] was formerly collected from several ancient scriptures
[and some] eloquent descriptions [from were taken from] “The wisdom of all the
accomplished scholars”, “The yogi’s feast of enjoyment”264 as well as “The bouquet of white
lotuses” and other skull explanations. Rabjampa called Ngag dbang Shes rab finished [his]
writings [in] the year [of] fire [and] snake, [during] the autumnal month,265 [when] the
enclosure of the waning moon on the first day [was] complete, [thus] turning [it] into
goodness [and] auspiciousness.
bKra shis

259

Even here, similarly to all the other instances, Rockhill talks about “the most excellent
kinds of wordly goods” and not about siddhis.
260
Tib. dur khrod thod nag zhes by ba’i rguyd.
261
Or possibly: “similar to a treasure resting under the ground”. Tib. sa ’og gnas pa’i gtor
dang ’dra, where gtor could be easily mistaken for gter.
262
Tib. nyes pa.
263
Here the Rockhill’s translation finishes.
264
Tib. rnal byor rol pa’i dga’ ston.
265
August.
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3.5 W22300 (203-253)
gSang sngags theg pa chen po’i bsten par bya ba’i dam rdzas mchog ji ltar bcang ba’i rnal
bshad rNal ’byor rol pa’i dga’ ston/
“Explanation [of] the fundamental state similar to a grasping [towards] the supreme sacred
substance relying on the Mahayāna esoteric teachings [otherwise called] “The yogi’s feast of
enjoyment””
Rig ’dzin Kun grol grags pa (18th century, author):266 gSar rnying rgyan dang rol mo’i bstan
bcos/, pp. 203-253, chapter on skulls is on pp. 231-237 + illustrations on p. 254.

This long text describes various ritual objects in 14 chapters. It is the only text I have
reviewed, which refers to the skulls as thod zhal (and not thod pa, bha+ndha or ka pā la). The
overall style of writing and certain vocabulary are different. It could be due to the fact, that
the author is a Bonpo terton. It is the first text (out of total six) from the collection called gSar
rnying rgyan dang rol mo’i bstan bcos/ (W22300, Appendix 5/1, “Treatise on adornments
[and] musical [instruments of] the Sar[ma and] Nying[ma traditions]”) which all cover the
topic of skulls. It is also the only text referring to the following sources:


rGyal mo thugs kyi gzer bu’i rgyud



Lha mo srid gsum bdag mo’i rgyud



’Khor lo sdom pa (?)



sNgags rgyud



mKha’ ’gro gsang rgyud



thod rabs and thod bshad (oral tradition)

Chapter on skulls (no. 10) is very well structured. It starts with a passage on various types of
people, followed by the second one describing their corpses, in which we find useful tips on
preliminary examination. After that follows the part discussing the number of pieces of the

266

The author’s master called Sangs rgyas gLing pa (1705-1735; B.D.R.C. ID: P6873), also
known as Byang chub rDo rje rtsal, should not be confused with much older Sangs rgyas
gLing pa, author of the Bla ma dgongs ’dus cycle.
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skulls and the supposed influences on the holder. One to five pieces are preferred, six, seven
or eight-pieced skulls should be rejected, which is in accordance with majority of other
sources. Then the colors are discussed, the shapes and the so-called “magic tree”.267 It also
includes a list of the grounds268 and numerous other details and qualities, especially of one’s
own and enemy’s grounds. The list goes as follows:269


ground of the lamas, lopons, food and wealth



one’s own ground



enemy’s ground



ground of the sons and grandsons



ground of the ancestors



ground of the deceased



ground of the relatives



wife’s ground



patron’s ground.

Next is the passage on holes (Tib. bu ga), which categorizes the skulls into one of the four
castes according to the number of holes (more holes means lower caste). If the skull has no
holes or too many of them, one should immediately rejected it. The text talks similarly about
the number of brahmarandras. Although this time, the categorization goes only up to three. If
it has four of them, the skull belongs to a woman or an untouchable and thus should be
rejected too. If it has no brahmarandra at all, it is a skull of a stupid (or mute?) person (Tib.
lkugs thod). The text finishes with other miscellaneous information, effects of holding the
skulls etc.

267

Tib. ljong shing. This section is found in other texts usually under the “patterns” (Tib. ri
mo) section.
268
The sa and gling terms are interchangeable in this context, as is evident from the title of
the illustration on p. 254 (see Appendix 5/2). However, I have to point out, that in other text
from this collection (pp. 320-321) gling is a synonym for dum bu and not for sa.
269
For their precise layout, see Appendix 5/2: p. 254.
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3.6 W22300 (281-290)
mTshan ldan thod pa’i pra khrid gsal ba’i sgron me/
“A butter lamp illuminating the Instructions on omens of a genuine skull cup”
Anonymous authorship: gSar rnying rgyan dang rol mo’i bstan bcos/, pp. 281-290.

The Indian title (in Tibetan transcription) is sid+hā ka ra ka pā lwa nāṃ u pa de sha nāma
(sic!), no colophon is available. This text clearly emphasizes the auspicious skulls, which are
referred to as “skulls to be adopted” (Tib. blang bya’i thod pa). The structure goes starts with
the marks,270 followed by the ways of cutting and the number of pieces. Here, a clear division
is described for up to eight pieces and then is stated, that there is no information about skulls
with more pieces. Following is division from the chapter on the origin of the skulls:


One or five pieces = brāhmaṇ



Two = kṣatriya



Three = vaishya



Four = lotus beings.271

It is the only text which says that the five-pieced skulls have the same original bearer as the
single-pieced ones. Following is the rest of the categories in this order: shapes and gradings,
patterns, nine grounds, added commitments (Sans. samaya) and finally ways of holding the
skulls. The rest of the text briefly describes “the evil skulls which should be rejected”.272 It
points out a triad of evil skulls, which have six, seven or eight parts and light blue, dark blue

270

Tib. la nye.
There are three classes of beings (Tib. lha rigs, mi rigs, klu rigs), also referred to as “vajra,
padma and sugata (or tathāgata) families”. Thus, I assume that pa+dma’i rigs refers to the mi
rigs, which is the same class as dmangs rigs alias śūdra in other texts. This Buddhist threefold
classification could be the reason for the five-pieced skulls being placed on the same level, as
the single-pieced ones.
272
Tib. ngan thod dor bya ba.
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or dark yellow color273, which is in accordance with most of other sources. In the end, there is
a short section of general remarks of skulls from charnel grounds.

3.7 W22300 (291-297)
Thod brtags gnod sbyin nor len/
“Harm-bringing [and] wealth accepting skull examination”
Sangs rgyas gLing pa (author): gSar rnying rgyan dang rol mo’i bstan bcos/, pp. 291-297.274

The text starts with short introduction to the general characteristics of the auspicious skulls
(here Tib. blang bya bzang po) of both living and dead people of both sexes (!), followed by a
chapter on the skulls of the dead people. It contains numerous details of common
characteristics in this order: shape, color, number of parts, grounds, brahmarandras and effects
of holding the auspicious skulls. Both evil and auspicious signs are mixed within a single
paragraph here. Most attention is given to the single-pieced skulls up to four-pieced skulls and
then the text just says: “Supreme skull of up to eleven [parts] is auspicious.”.275 Similarly
surprising is a rather short list of just four grounds, compared to usual nine. Following chapter
on the evil skulls (here Tib. spang bya’i thod pa) has two parts: first is a description of its
defects and the second one of the crippled siddhis one would attain by holding such skull.

273

W22300: 289.
Originally from the terma W01CT0060, already mentioned in the chapter on primary
sources.
275
W22300: 295.
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3.8 W22300 (299-307)
Thod pa’i brtags thabs nor bu’i phreng ba/
“Ways to examine the skull [called] ‘The garland of gems’”
Anonymous authorship: gSar rnying rgyan dang rol mo’i bstan bcos/, pp. 299-307 +
illustrations on pp. 375-377.

This text has additional illustrations taken from another work called Lab ’phel gdung rabs
byams pa’i thod brtag.276 In the colophon we find just the name of the writer, Blo bzang Dar
rgyas.277 Contentwise, it starts with some general notes on the corpses. It connects the number
of pieces (of the skull) to the cardinal points (towards which the head of the corpse is turned)
as follows:278


East = one or two



West = three



South = four



North = four.

Then it continues with colors, brahmarandras, grounds, patterns and their locations. The
information on auspicious and evil skulls are, again, mixed together. Regarding the number of
pieces, one to six are desirable numbers. Seven to nine pieced skulls are called “wrathful
vessels”.279 Following is the section on “the skulls with proper signs” (Tib. thod pa mtshan
nyid ldan pa), characterized by having neither many nor none brahmarandras, as is usual.
Text finishes with chapter on determining the evil and auspicious skulls based on the
divination methods (Tib. pra), where it clearly states, that holding both auspicious and evil
skulls is allowed. As a supplementary footnote to this text, the last sentence after its colophon

276

Although I have tried to find this text, I have not been able to locate it in any database.
It is very common name, most of the search results on B.D.R.C. are for people who lived
during eighteenth to nineteenth centuries.
278
None of the other texts make such connection. I have to admit though, that I am not
completely sure if I have interpreted this passage correctly.
279
Tib. drag po’i snod. W22300: 304.
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reads: “If [you] wish to hold the evil skull: if [you] have a shell of both male and female
tortoises, [it is] the best. If [you] do not – if [you are] holding [just] the male’s shell, [you
will still be] able to avoid all the drawbacks of the evil skulls.”.280

3.9 W22300 (309-313)
Thod sgrub yid bzhin bang mdzod/
“Wish-fulfilling treasury [of] the skull-sādhana”
Sangs rgyas gLing pa (author): gSar rnying rgyan dang rol mo’i bstan bcos/, pp. 309-313.

Originally from the terma W01CT0060.281 This short text describes a skull sādhana, thus
deals only with the auspicious skull. No information is provided concerning the qualities nor
characteristics of such skull. I have translated other similar ritual in the introduction to this
thesis (W1PD95844).

3.10 W22300 (315-331)
gSang sngags nang gi lhung bzed brtags pa/
“Inner begging bowl [of] the esoteric teachings”
Grags pa rGyal mtshan (1147-1216, author):282 gSar rnying rgyan dang rol mo’i bstan bcos/,
pp. 315-331.

This text is also part of the author’s gsung ’bum (W2DB4569, Pedurma edition, vol. 3), Sa
skya bKa’ ’bum (W00EGS1017151, available also as a blockprint (W22271), vol. nya.), and
the W20751 (similar to the text in chapter 3.1). It is being referred to by Loseries-Leick as

280

Tib. thod pa ngan pa bcang ’dod na rus sbal pho mo gnyis ka’i khog pa yod na rab/ med
na pho yi khog pa bcang bar byas na thod ngan gyi skyon thams cad thub bo/.
281
Already mentioned in the chapter on primary sources.
282
B.D.R.C. ID: P1614.
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gShab sngags nang gi lhun bdzed brtag pa/ (“The Inner Offering Bowl in the
Guhyamantrayāna”).
This is the last one from the collection W22300, concerning the topic of skulls. It explains
already familiar categories in their typical order: ways of cutting the skull, the proper
characteristics, shapes, colors, number of pieces and the differences between one’s own
ground and the enemy’s ground, including the auspicious and evil signs. Almost every
chapter is filled with numerous other details on both types of the skulls and especially the
chapter dealing with the grounds is exceptionally elaborate. When the author speaks about the
number of pieces, he suddenly switches from the term dum bu to gling, which is confusing.
Apparently, the so-called “pearl sews” alias “pearl teeth”283 of the sutures divide the glings
from each other.284 The skull of up to five pieces is described here as “useful”, however
starting from six up, such skulls are rather problematic. More precisely: “[Skulls of] six
[pieces] bring all [kinds of] diseases. [Such] evil [skulls, generally] rejected by the teachings
[and] masters, suppress the hail, enemies, obstructers, misfortune and sri demons. Regarding
the skulls [of] six, seven, eight [or] nine [pieces and] evil characteristics – because [they] are
sacred objects, [they] should be hold onto.”.285 In the end, additional remarks about the
identification of corpses are given and also more details about the number of parts.

3.11 W23891
dngos grub kyi rten ka pā la’i brtag thabs/
“Examination [of] the criteria [of] the skull, [which is] the support of siddhi”
Phag mo Dru pa rDo rje rGyal po (author, 1110-1170):286 gsum ’bum, Vol. ja, 6ff., pp. 625636.

Possibly one of the oldest available sources, considering the author’s lifespan. In the
beginning, it cites as one of its sources the he ru ka dpa rgyud/ which could be a reference to

283

Loseries-Leick (2008): 88.
Tib. rin po che mu tig tshem gyis bcad pa ni/ gling so sorb cad pa yin/.
285
W22300: 320.
286
B.D.R.C. ID: P127.
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the W1KG14783 (chapter 3.13). It is true though, that both texts share many similarities. If
this connection is correct, the W1KG14783 could be the oldest source amongst the thod
brtags manuals. Furthermore, the division used here is very different from what is usually
presented elsewhere. It talks about all the usual categories, but in three distinct chapters:
1. phyi yi rten ’brel
a. shape
b. color
c. number of pieces
i. 1-5 is considered auspicious due to various given reasons
ii. 6-8 should not be held and should be destroyed
2. nang gi rten ’brel
a. six grounds and their details
b. patterns
c. brahmarandra
3. gsang ba’i rten ’brel
a. ritual offering, attaining the siddhis etc.
When it firstly refers to the brahmarandra (as the hole), it talks about it as mtshog ma (p. 627)
and later on, it speaks about it as tshangs bug (in the meaning of sutures, p. 632). Another
interesting fact is, that it apparently distinguishes between the a mri ta and bdud rtsi (633-3),
which are usually considered to be synonyms.

3.12 W23919
Ma gcig gsar sbyod snyan brgyud las/ Ka pā la’i brtag thabs nyung ngu don gsal/
“Illumination of the purpose of a short examination [of] the skull’s criteria (according to the
oral transmission [of the] Machig’s secret practice)”
Thang stong rGyal po (author, 14th/15th century):287 gsum ’bum, vol. ki, 5ff. (f. 431-435), pp.
291-300.

287

B.D.R.C. ID: P2778.
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This is the only text connected to the gCod tradition, although being written by the author
more than two hundred years after the Ma gcig’s death. In its beginning it is less structured,
compared to the other works. It starts with the chapter on colors of the auspicious skulls and
continues with structural qualities (like thickness, smoothness, patterns, holes etc.). Regarding
the number of sections, they go like this:


1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and their effects



8 is the one with evil omens



9-13



14+ are auspicious.288

Then it connects the number of holes correspondingly to the skull’s caste origin:


One = brāhmaṇ



Two = kṣatriya



Three = vaishya.

When there are four holes, the siddhis will disappear. Then there are the grounds of:


one’s own



the gods



the lamas



the disciples, patrons and wives



the charnel grounds



the enemies.

Following this is a passage on what should be expected, if the proper skull is being held by a
yogi. After that, a ritual offering of the skulls is described, also very similar to the other ones.
Expectably, no colophon is present in the end.

288

This contrasts with what I have found in Harding’s book on the gCod tradition, where is a
dedicated section dealing with the enumeration of bones, which reads: “Those are the 360
bones. As for extras, the skull can be counted as anywhere from one to twelve pieces, so those
are extras.”. Harding (2013): 192.
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3.13 W1KG14783
Ka pā la ka la paṃ ma+hā bha ra tan tra nāma/ Thod pa brtag pa ’jigs byed chen po’i rgyud/
“Examination of the skull – the Great Bhairava’s tantra”
Anonymous authorship. sNga ’gyur rgyud ’bum rin po che phyogs bsgrigs/, vol. 41, 13ff.,
pp. 205-230.

This mahāyoga tantra from Nyingma tradition (also part of the W21521 as blockprint) is very
different from all the purely technical manuals discussed above. It starts in a typical Buddhist
fashion with the phrase “Thus was once heard by me…”,289 which introduces the reader into
the story from a charnel ground narrated by the Great Bhairava Heruka.290 It has ten chapters
in following order:
1. Living people (Tib. gson po) and the corpses (Tib. bam bkro ba).
2. Skull’s characteristics (Tib. ban dha’i mtshan nyid, alias ban dha rgyal ba lngar
rnam par dga pa’i rigs), such as type of the skull, number of pieces, color
(appearance), shape, veins and patterns. It is basically a summary of the next chapters.
3. People’s characteristics (Tib. mi rigs kyi mtshan, alias thod pa mi rigs kyis rab tu
dbye ba) according to the number of pieces of their skulls. Special attention is given to
the five-pieced skull due to its doubtful origin.
4. Skulls divided according to their number of pieces and various “qualities” (Tib.
dum bu’i grangs dang tshad la, alias dum bu’i grangs la bzang ngan gyi mtshan nyid),
where are discussed also their desired effects. Although skulls of up to ten pieces are
mentioned here, special attention is given only the those of up to five pieces. From six
up, there are certain conditions for them not to be harmful.
5. Skulls’ colors (Tib. mdog, kha dog) and shapes (Tib. dbyibs). Interestingly, the colors
listed here (Tib. (1) dkar ser ba, (2) dmar la gdang, (3) gro ba, (4) smug and (5) sna
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Tib. ’di skad bdag gist hos pa’i dus gcig na/.
Tib. ’jigs byed chen po he ru ka/.
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tshogs) do not correspond to those mentioned in chapter 2 of this text.291 On the other
hand, the shapes mostly corresponds to those from other texts.
6. Chapter on general characteristics of the covering veins (Tib. spyir khyab pa rtsa’i
mtshan nyid, alias rtsag dang tsag ro la sogs pa’i don) is full of commonly used terms
such as ljon shing, dpag bsam shing, srin rjes, bya rog rjes or tshangs pa’i bu ga etc.
It specifically talks about certain aspects of the skulls belonging to the alive and dead
boys (Tib. bu yi dung chen, bu yi ka pā la).
7. Characteristics of the bone (Tib. rus pa’i mtshan nyid), which Loseries-Leick
usually refers to as “the feel of the skull”.
8. The areas (Tib. yul) and the grounds (Tib. sa) in this text add yet another pair of
synonyms to those already seen before: gling X sa and gling X dum bu. This text
registers seven of these areas, but later in the chapter lists more than seven grounds,
which is confusing. Despite this fact, these two terms seems to be interchangeable in
this context.
9. Methods to overcome the evil signs [of a skull] and [the resulting] fulfillment (Tib.
ngan pa’i bzlog thabs (dang) bskangs pa) is a relatively shorter chapter in comparison
with the others and discusses exactly what the title says.
10. Methods to hold on to the auspicious signs [of a skull] and [the resulting] fruition
(Tib. dung chen mtshan ldan bcang thabs dang/ bcangs pa’i ’bras bu) is also shorter
and contains numerous notes on the effects of holding the proper skulls etc.
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I have compiled all available information into the table below.
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- 75 mi bskyod rdo
rje’i rigs

rgyal rigs

tshe yi don gyi

bram ze’i rigs

sku yi rgyan
sogs

mi rigs

…ban dha

rigs ma nges (“uncertain”)

bde gshegs dung chen

dmangs rigs

’bras bu me tog
mtshan ma rtags
kyi

snum (sna tshogs, mdog lnga)

lcog sgong (smug)

rje rigs

ser mo las mkhan ma

dmar mod bang sdud ma

don yod grub pa’i rigs

lnga

las kyi rigs

bzhi

pa+dma rigs

’od dpag med kyi rigs

rin chen ’byung
ldan rigs

gser (gro ba)

(cung zad) dmar
(dmar la gdang)

dkar (dkar ser
ba)

mdog

de bzhin gshegs
pa’i rigs

nag po mche
gtshigs ma

dkar mo mi gcig
ma

dpal chen yab
yum ma

zhal

snod

gsum

gnyis

gcig

rin chen rigs

dum bu

rdo rje rigs

de bzhin gshegs
rigs

ban dha’i rigs

This text’s attitude towards the female skulls is to reject them (Tib. bud med thod pa dam pas
spangs/, 212-5). That is consistent with most of the other sources. Also, numerous
descriptions used to characterize individual aspects are very much alike (e.g. ’bar ’bur, thag
thug, ’thug srab med pa’i snyoms etc.) with what we have already seen. It refers to the skull
cup mostly as ban+dha, zhal bu, snod, dung chen or just rus. It is also full of Sanskrit
“tibetanized” terms like thod pa tsi+tta (207-4), bha ga (209-4) etc., but there is considerable
amount of “originally” Tibetan words too, e.g. rnel dri mo (212-6), sbam pra (219-3) etc.292
Due to this “mix”, it is not easy to determine, if this tantra has its origin in India and was later
adapted for specific Tibetan environment or if it is a creation of a Tibetan author, who tried to
“mask” its Tibetan origin by adding Sanskrit expressions to it.
Moreover, this work shares many features with the text W23891. E.g. references to the
classification of shapes (Tib. rin po che, rdo rje, pad ma; W23891: 627), opinion on number
of pieces or its old Tibetan orthography (e.g. myur, 210-2; myong, 219-2 vs. W23891: myur,
631-3) etc. W23891 even cites a text called he ru ka dpal rgyud, which could be a reference to
this work. All evidences support this assumption, which makes this text presumably the oldest
example of thod brtags manual yet. If the authorship of W23891 (Phag mo Dru pa rDo rje
rGyal po) and his biographical data (1110-1170) are correct, then this text could easily be
from the tenth century or even older.

3.14 W2DB4569 (481-503)
He ru ka’i chas drug/
“Six attributes of Heruka”
Grags pa rGyal mtshan (1147-1216, author): gsung ’bum (dPe bsdur ma), vol. 2, pp. 481503.

One of the six attributes usually ascribed to various Heruka deities293 is a skull cup, which is
discussed in this text, starting from page 492 (chapter don gnyis pa). Although this work is
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Many thanks to my adviser who helped me to identify them.
https://www.himalayanart.org/search/set.cfm?setID=2261.
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definitely not a thod brtags manual and talks more about the symbolism of skull, it is quite
similar to them in the structure of this particular passage. On the other hand, it does not
provide any additional or new details. Topics briefly mentioned (Tib. mdor bstan) here
without any descriptions are:


the (proper) signs (Tib. mtshan nyid)
o shape
o color
o varieties
o pieces
o patterns
o smell



purity (Tib. dag pa)



ways of holding (Tib. bcangs pa’i thabs)
o bzang po = dngos grub ’byung
o ’bring po = phrin las ’grub
o ngan pa = nyes pa mi ’byung



requirements (Tib. dgos pa)



meaning (Tib. ming don).
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4 CONCLUSIONS
4.1 The issue of “evilness”
In general, Tibetan craniology refers to two types of skulls by the terms bzang (the so-called
“vessels of attainments” or “vessels of auspiciousness”, viz W21578 and W22308
respectively) and ngan.294 Both of these have numerous translations. It would be perhaps
easier to translate them simply as “good” and “bad” and thus bzang ngan as “(good and bad)
qualities” or just “characteristics”. However, according to some of the reviewed materials,
ngan skulls are not necessarily “bad”. Based on these facts and the language limitations, I
would like to suggest the translations of these terms (in this context) as “auspicious” and
“evil”, as is used in all of my translations.
According to the texts I have had the opportunity to review, two possible approaches to these
skulls are:
1. The evil skulls should be rejected no matter what.
2. Even the evil skulls could be utilized for certain purposes.295
In the beginning of the W22308 is written about the evil skulls: “[These] are known [as]
demon-suppressing objects.”. Similarly, W20751 says in its preface: “[If it has too] many
defects [and just] a few qualities, it is a completely evil skull. Use [it as] a ritual vessel [for]
taming the enemies [and] hindrances.”.296 And the text in chapter 3.10 specifies: “[Skulls of]
six [pieces] bring all [kinds of] diseases. [Such] evil [skulls, generally] rejected by the
teachings [and] masters, suppress the hail, enemies, obstructers, misfortune and sri demons.
These mentions suggest, that what was considered as the “evil use of the evil skulls”, were the
(originally) Bonpo practices like the sri-exorcism etc. mentioned in chapter 1.2.3.
From the collected text, W18978 is the only one focused purely on the evil skulls, although
such practices are not mentioned in the oldest sources. It puts the evil skulls truly equal to the
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Some texts operate also with the terms blang and dor.
Also, depending on the holder’s intent, sometimes seems to be optimal to have a skull,
which has the evil signs/qualities on the enemy’s ground and the auspicious on the one’s own
ground.
296
W22300 (315-331): 320 presents similar passage.
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auspicious ones, when it says: “Because [the yogis] wield many different [kinds of] skulls, the
dark [and] omnipotent evil one has to be uphold indispensably.”. And then it continues: “Put
the male [and] the female skulls “face to face” together.”. This claim is in contrast to the
prevalent message of other sources. Typically, female skulls are being referred to in this
fashion: “…female skull [is of] evil kind, and [completely] filled with evil. Thus, wise men
should abstain [from it],”297 and as Rockhill points out: “A woman being an inferior creature
([…] skyes dman […]) her skull is naturally unfit for such a purpose as an offering to a
god.”.298
But Loseries-Leick argues: “The sex of the person is immaterial,”299 and “Although, both
male and female skulls are utilized, it is important to be aware of the original owner’s
gender. In order to determine the sex of a decomposed skull the texture and sutures are
examined. Female skulls have a thinner texture near the ear and the vein imprints are deeper.
If that does not yield a positive result a bizarre practice is reported: only a female skull will
produce a special ‘tinkling sound’ when the examiner urinates into it.”.300 She supposedly
refers to “a manuscript called ‘skull stories’ (Thod pa’i lo rgyus) of two treasure texts (gter
ma), one revealed by Sangye Lingpa (14th century), and the second by Ratna Lingpa (15th
century),” here specifically to the Rat+na gLing pa’s work, folio no. 14.301 Yet unfortunately,
I was not able to find this passage she refers to, thus verify it.302 The only remotely similar
passage I have found is in W22308: “Regarding both the magic tree [and] the wish-fulfilling
tree, a male urine is being absorbed into these patterns, filling [them and] touching [them].
Bubbles or even [some] noise [will appear].”, which does not speak about female skull at all,
though.303
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See W20751.
Rockhill (1888): xxvi.
299
Loseries-Leick (2008): 85. This could be based upon some similar passage, as I found in
the text in my chapter 3.7, which was also written by Sangs rgyas gLing pa. See W22300 p.
293.
300
Loseries-Leick (2008): 86.
301
Ibid: 84.
302
The text is available under B.D.R.C. ID W8870.
303
Other statements about utilizing the female skulls Loseries-Leick obtained during her field
research, such as the one on p. 93 (2008).
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So there is yet another duality amongst the thod brtags texts:
1. Authors do not suggest utilizing the female skulls in accordance with the Indian
tradition, where only the skulls on Brāhmaṇs were used.
2. Authors suggest only partial usage of female skulls or, according to the LoseriesLeick, propose a technique to transform their evil nature.
Nonetheless, I feel rather uncertain about the skull qualities described by Beer: “The skull of a
murder or execution victim is believed to possess the greatest tantric or spirit power; the skull
of one who has died from a violent or accidental death, or from a virulent illness, possesses a
medium magical power; the skull of a person who died peacefully in old age has virtually no
occult power. The skull of a child who died during the onset of puberty also has great
potency, as do the skulls of a miscegenated or misbegotten child of unknown paternity, born
from the forbidden union of castes, out of wedlock, from sexual misdemeanour, or
particularly from incest.304 The ‘misbegotten skull’ (Tib. nal thod) of a seven or eight-yearold child born from an incestuous union is considered to possess the greatest power in certain
tantric rituals.”.305

4.2 Notes on the terminology
Although the texts vary greatly, the familiar structure is present in almost all of them. In some
cases, they even share the same exact phrases. Other expressions are modified only to some
extent, such as in the case of lha ba. It probably refers to the residual tendons or coagulated
blood etc. (compare lha ba chen and lha ba chung; W20751: 208-5, 210-2). If so, it could
denote, if the skull is more “wet” (Tib. thod rlon) or “dry” (Tib. thod skam), as described in
the chapter 1.3. But it could be also mistaken for similar pair of terms lto ba chen and lto ba
chung, as it is in the text W22308, where they presumably have the meaning of “[a skull of]
great capacity”, lit. “[skull] with big belly” and reversed. Furthermore, in two of the oldest
texts I have found another very similar phrase. In W23919 it is as follows: lha mig chung ba
pho rus yin/ lha mig che ba mo rus yin/ (293-1). Consequently, my hypothesis is that this is
the original form of the terms mentioned above, because even the text W1KG14783 presents
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In W22308 we clearly see, that skulls of an incest children should be rejected by every
single yogi.
305
Beer (1999): 263.
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similar phrase: lha ba pho mo rnam pa gnyis/ lha dmig chung ba pho yin bcang/ lha dmig che
bam o yin spang/ (221-4). Although this theory is probably right, I am currently unable to
decipher the meaning.
Another problematic term is the brahmarandra. While the term tshangs bug (and its
variations) is usually simple to understand,306 Rockhill interpreted it as a “suture”, which I
thought at first is a mistake.307 But numerous texts mention the possibility of having multiple
brahmarandras. So I have discussed this issue with geshe Nyima Choekhortshang and he
found it rather confusing too. Therefore, I thought I misinterpreted the phrases, but the
illustrations within the W22300 (see Appendix 5/2) clearly show more than one
brahmarandra. Hence my assumption is, that the oldest sources intended the word tshangs bug
to has its usual meaning of the “Brahma hole”. But when these texts were enriched by the oral
craniological tradition and the result of this fusion was firstly written down, the term tshangs
bug became confused with similar sounding term ’tshem skud (lit. “sewing thread”), which
would be here an analogy for the “suture”. This type of mistakes is common in Tibetan texts,
especially in the case of teachings which used to be transmitted orally.
This theory is also partially supported by the presence of the expression mu tig tshem (“pearl
teeth”), which is used in the text in chapter 3.10 to describe the curves of the skulls’ sutures.
Consequently, I think, that tshangs bug gained two separate meanings in the craniological
manuals:


The usual, as the “Brahma hole”, a single aperture at the top of the practitioner’s
skull’s apex.



The analogical, representing actually ’tshem skud, having the meaning of the “suture”.

Following are some excerpts from the texts confirming the dual perception of the term tshang
bug. The W20751 says: “If the hole of Brahma appears [on] the auspicious [and] meritorious
male skull, thus, consequently, the kapāla [is] endowed with those [sings mentioned
earlier].”, which clearly speaks about the aperture. But W21578 mentions tshangs bug in a
single passage twice: “[is] without a brahmarandra or glitter” and “without the transparent
brahmarandra and other miscellaneous [signs]”, where, I think, each instance implies
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I have discussed the traditional meaning in chapter 3.1.
But there are numerous other terms of a similar meaning e.g. srubs (“fissures”), which
Rockhill translated also as a “suture”. This created unnecessary confusion in his translation.
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different meaning. However, later in this text it is a little bit confusing, because of the
following formulation: “A size [of] a direct, even [and] straight brahmarandra [is] taught [to
be] fitting [into] the sesame seed.”, where it is unclear if it speaks about the brahmarandra as
the hole or as the suture. Also the W223891 refers to the brahmarandrain two disctinct ways:
(the hole) as mtshog ma (p. 627) and later on, it speaks about it as tshangs bug (the sutures, p.
632).
The text in chapter 3.6, from which I translated just the corresponding passage, is an example
of the consequent confusion, created by this mistake: “If [it] has no brahmarandra, [the skull
comes from] a boy [or] a silly woman. Your own intellect will be corrupted [by holding it]. If
[it] has many holes, [your] siddhis will vanish. Women’s and hermaphrodites’308 skulls have
no brahmarandras. [Those with] many holes should be rejected.”.309 W22308 concurs:
“Firstly, as for the female skull: has no brahmarandra…”. And finally, the fairly late Bonpo
text from the 18th century, described in chapter 3.5, talks about the brahmarandras (holes) as
bu ga and then uses the term tshags bug probably also in the meaning of holes, thus
enhancing the overall confusion. In the end, almost all the texts agree, that having no
brahmarandra or many of them is a distinct characteristic of any evil skull:


The expression “no brahmarandra” refers to the aperture. It’s presence would be a sign
of accomplishment of the bearer.



The expression “many brahmarandras” describes nowadays the number of holes, but
originally it used to imply the number of sutures.

4.3 Final comments on the thod brtags manuals
There is no indication that the skulls used by the Kapālikas in India were picked based on
some kind of elaborate typology resembling the Tibetan craniological texts. Indian sādhus
“used skulls and bones as symbols or ‘seals’ (Mudra) for the union of the two realities… [as
they] left the world subject to petty differentiations between ‘good’ and ‘bad’, ‘high’ and
‘low’, ‘pure’ and ‘impure’.”.310 Balfour even emphasizes, that for the Aghori ascetics “…any
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Tib. ma ning.
W22300: 285.
310
Loseries-Leick (2008): 157.
309
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kind of human skull will answer the purpose”.311 Originally, there was just one simple
request: “It [i.e. the skull] had to be the skull of a noble man (uttama-puruṣa-kapāla) or the
skull of a Brahman (Brahma-kapāla),”312 which corresponds to the original requirement
based on the Śiva’s myth discussed in the introduction. I think that this requirement was
absorbed into the Tibetan craniological manuals as a necessity for the brahmarandra (the hole)
to be present on any auspicious skull.
Moreover, as Lorenzen says: “Hostility to caste consciousness is a normal feature of tantric
worship and is consistently espoused by Kāpālikas in Sanskrit literature. […] In most tantric
works the denial of caste occurs only in ritual situations.”.313 In accordance with this, the
earliest available tantric text, the W1KG14783 (chapter 3.13), does not explicitly connects the
number of pieces with Hindu caste system. Thus, such connection was apparently added by
later Tibetan authors to enhance the Indian heritage of these manuals. Earliest datable source
to mention the dependence of the number of parts on the corresponding caste is the W23919
(chapter 3.12). Based on the title of this text (“… according to the oral transmission [of the]
Machig’s secret practice”) it is further possible to assume, that this belief later spread through
the gCod tradition into the individual schools of Tibetan Buddhism.
However, Western scholars agree that the custom of creating skull cups for tantric ritual
practices was imported into Tibet earlier, probably during the tenth or eleventh century314
which would be also coherent with the oldest textual sources presented in this thesis
(W1KG14783, W2DB4569 (481-503) and W23891). We can only assume, that prior to the
Early Diffusion of Buddhism (Tib. snga dar), Tibetans did not have any elaborate tradition of
differentiating and selecting proper human skulls used for the purposes of pre-Buddhist rituals
(and if they did, no textual accounts are available to confirm it). But archeological evidences
mentioned in chapter 1.2.3 clearly show, that rituals focused on suppressing the sri demons
were practiced by that time.
Later on, as the Buddhism was spreading and the so-called “monastic Bon” (Tib. g.Yung
drung Bon) rapidly developing alongside to it, the Buddhist authors of religious texts wanted
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Balfour (1897): 347.
Lorenzen (1972): 81.
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to highlight the differences between these two traditions, often by acknowledging their Indian
heritage in colophons and citations or rendering the Bonpos in negative light.315
However, there is surprising lack of the colophons in almost all of the available manuals.
Missing sources in Tibetan texts usually indicate that the original core of the text could be
based in oral tradition. In this case, several texts even refer to it (Tib. thod rabs or thod
bshad). Moreover, still vital oral tradition of manufacturing the ritual implements from bones
was confirmed by Loseries-Leick (2008) during her field research among Tibetan diaspora in
Darjeeling. It is thus possible, that once the idea of using skulls during the tantric rituals came
to Tibet, it was enriched by the local oral tradition and written down at some point between
the eight to eleventh centuries.
When Tibetan Buddhist authors started to distinguish the evil and auspicious skulls in their
works, they utilized all the most common types of skulls (of one to five pieces) for their ritual
purposes as the auspicious ones. Moreover, they acknowledged that “certain evil skulls” (of
six pieces) are used in Bonpo demon-suppressing rituals, hence rendering these rituals (and de
facto the Bon on its own) as something “evil” too, which was in accordance with the religious
atmosphere in Tibet, especially between the eight to twelfth centuries.316
And so it is quite possible to assume that the craniological manuals partially developed due to
this need for differentiation between the Buddhists and Bonpos. Such hypothesis would be
also coherent with the fact, that the thod brtags genre was developing at first only within the
Buddhist tradition and entered the Bon quite late, as the only Bonpo text describing the skull
qualities available to me (see chapter 3.5) is from the eighteenth century.317
From the presented overview of the available materials it is still not possible to precisely
specify, to what extent was the Indian original custom enhanced with Tibetan ideas, because
the assumed Indian sources are not available (if there actually were any). A deeper linguistic
analysis of the W1KG14783 could expose more details in this regard. Nonetheless, it is
possible to identify certain Tibetan influences, by comparing the oldest sources with the
newer ones. Example of such modifications would be the ascending number of pieces in later
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Karmay (1998, 2007) and Skorupski (1981).
Skorupski (1981). See also the text in chapter 3.10.
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Actually, even this text does not bear the title of thod brtags, although its content is quite
similar.
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texts (W23919) or making use of the evil skulls even in the tantric ritual context (see
W18978). By focusing on particular authors, their lineages or selected criterias, further
research could prove to be fruitful and reveal additional details especially concerning the
stages of development of the craniological manuals.
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7 LIST OF APPENDIXES


Appendix 1: Techniques of examinations of the skulls [from] a charnel ground (W20751)



Appendix 2: From the lama’s wisdom intent: Dark [and] omnipotent esoteric
instructions about an evil skull (W18978)



Appendix 3: Dharma unifying the “cultivation and completion [processes]” together
with the result [and the] path, written according to a core vajra, called “A gradual
examination of a skull – the collected precious essence” (W21578)



Appendix 4: “Examination techniques [of] the auspicious [and] evil skull” and “A
source [of] all the desirable ways [of] attaining the siddhis by offering the auspicious
kapāla” (W22308)



Appendix 5/1: additional texts for references (as part of the W22300)
o Explanation [of] the fundamental state similar to a grasping [towards] the
supreme sacred substance relying on the Mahayāna esoteric teachings
[otherwise called] “The yogi’s feast of enjoyment” (pp. 203-253, chapter on
skulls is on pp. 231-237 + illustrations on p. 254)
o A butter lamp illuminating the Instructions on omens of a genuine skull cup
(pp. 281-290)
o From the lama’s wisdom intent: Harm-bringing [and] wealth accepting skull
examination (pp. 291-297)
o Ways to examine the skull [called] ‘The garland of gems’ (pp. 299-307 +
illustrations on pp. 375-377)
o From the lama’s wisdom intent: Wish-fulfilling treasury [of] the skull-sādhana
(pp. 309-313)
o Inner begging bowl [of] the esoteric teachings (pp. 315-331)



Appendix 5/2: annotated illustrations in higher resolution (p. 254 and pp. 375-377)



Appendix 6: Ritual of skull offering (W1PD95844)



Appendix 7: illustration of the grounds according to Grags pa rGyal mtshan, taken
from Loseries-Leick (2008): 92



Appendix 8: Examination [of] the criteria [of] the skull, [which is] the support of
siddhi (W23891)
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Appendix 9: Illumination of the purpose of a short examination [of] the skull’s
criteria (according to the oral transmission [of the] Machig’s secret practice)
(W23919)



Appendix 10: Examination of the skull – the Great Bhairava’s tantra (W1KG14783)



Appendix 11: Six attributes of Heruka (W2DB4569: 481-503)



Appendix 12: additional images
o 12/1 – Altar with two offering skull bowls in Bonpo monastery; Menri, India
o 12/2 – Skull bowl from Ladakh (20th century); National Museum of India,
New Delhi
o 12/3 – Skull bowl held by lama from the gompa in Tiri (repaired with butter
and wax); Tiri, Lower Mustang
o 12/4 – Altar with the skull cup for divination purposes during the ‘dod rgyab
ritual; Lubra, Lower Mustang
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7.13 Appendix 12 (images)

12/1
Bon altar with two offering skull bowls, symbolically depicted sense organs and a butter lamp
Menri, India (2017)
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12/2
Skull bowl from Ladakh (20th century)
National Museum of India, New Delhi (2017)
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12/3
A three-pieced skull bowl held by a local Buddhist lama, which was already repaired with a
mixture of butter and wax
Tiri, Lower Mustang, Nepal (2016)
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12/4
Altar with a skull cup used here for divination purposes during the ’dod rgyab ritual
Lubra, Lower Mustang, Nepal (2016)
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